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Story Idea? 
If you have a news tip or have an idea tor e 
story, call us between noon and 7p.m. 
372-6966 
SPORTS • 8 
BG women's basketball coach Jaci Clark 
will know by Monday if she has a new job 
NATION • 7 
A student got suspended for wear- 
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"An independent student voice serving Bowling Green since 1920" 
Help offered to fueding tenants, landlords 
Q The city has worked 
with Housing Directions 
of Toledo to offer cpun- 
seling services once a 
montn for landlords and 
tenants with problems. 
By CAROLYN STECKEL 
The BC News  
University students and their 
off-campus landlords may be 
able to find a common ground 
with a new city-sponsored coun- 
seling service. 
Conflicts over contracts  and 
leases happen because of one 
party not living up to its end of 
the bargin. 
Between the two, one party is 
bound to end up displeased over 
something. 
When this happens, there is a 
place for students to turn If they 
have questions. 
According to Mary Ellen Sie- 
licki, executive director of Hous- 
ing Directions of Toledo, coun- 
selors will be available on the 
first Wednesday of every month 
at the National City Bank on 
South Main Street. 
According to Siellcki, housing 
counselors are now available in 
Bowling Green because they 
have seen an increase in calls 
from the area As a result, Hous- 
ing Directions and the city de- 
cided to bring the counseling 
services to the area once a month 
for free. 
Housing Directions has been 
mediating situations between 
landlords and tenants for 12 
years throughout the Toledo 
area 
The service hopes to prevent 
the tenant from being evicted by 
"We are not on the side of the tenant or the 
landlord." 
Mary Ellen Sielicki 
of Housing Directions of Toledo 
educating them about their 
rights and responsibilities. They 
also attempt to educate landlords 
about dealing with conflict. 
"We are not on the side of the 
tenant or the landlord," Sielicki 
said. "If a students has a problem 
with a landlord, we tell them how 
to go about doing things. We also 
have landlords that come and ask 
• See HELP, page five. 
Play it again Sam 
BG New* PhMO by Jeremy MM nI n 
Well, fuiliy, play il again |im. )im Koch, of the Big Creek Band, stands outside his South Enterprise house  Wednesday   afternoon.The   band   will   be   headlining 
-.■ce Marathon, which will take place at the University Friday night. 
Womanjirst to die under doctor-assisted suicide law 
□ An elderly woman 
died after taking a lethal 
dose of prescribed me- 
dication. 
The Associated Press  
PORTLAND, Ore. ~ An elderly 
woman stricken with breast can- 
cer has become the first known 
person to die under the nation's 
only doctor-assisted suicide law, 
an advocacy group said Wednes- 
day. 
The woman in her mid 80s, 
whose name was withheld by her 
family, died Tuesday night, about 
30 minutes after taking a lethal 
dose of barbiturates mixed with 
syrup, and washed down with a 
glass of brandy, the advocates 
said. 
"I'm looking forward to it," the 
woman said in a tape played for 
reporters by the group Compas- 
sion in Dying. "I will be relieved 
of all the stress I have." 
The woman, who was diag- 
nosed   with  breast   cancer   20 
years ago, had been having an in- 
creasingly difficult time breath- 
ing and recently was told by her 
doctor she had less than two 
months to live, the advocates 
said. 
The woman's own doctor re- 
fused to assist her in committing 
suicide, so the woman turned to 
the advocacy group to find a doc- 
tor who would. 
Surrounded by family mem- 
bers and her physician, she fell 
into a deep sleep five minutes 
after taking the concoction. "She 
swallowed the medication and 
died a half hour later, very 
peacefully," said Barbara 
Coombs Lee, author of the law. 
Oregon's Death with Dignity 
Act, first passed by voters in 
1994 and affirmed last year, al- 
lows doctors to prescribe lethal 
drugs at the request of terminal- 
ly ill patients who have less than 
six months to live. Doctors may 
only prescribe a lethal dose, not 
administer it. 
In the five months since the 
last court fight ended and the 
measure took effect, there had 
not been a single case of someone 
coming forward to take advan- 
tage of the law and make a public 
point about the right to die. 
Even supporters of the 
measure say they have had nu- 
merous inquiries from patients, 
but this is the first case they 
know of where a person has used 
the law. 
"For the first time to our know- 
ledge, a terminally ill patient has 
ingested a lethal dose of medica- 
tion and died as a result," 
Coombs Lee said. 
State officials, citing privacy 
laws, would not confirm whether 
there has been a case. They say 
they will release a preliminary 
report as soon as they have re- 
corded 10 suicides. 
Oregon's chief epidemiologist, 
David Fleming, said he had no 
previous word about the elderly 
woman's suicide plans. 
In the campaign last fall over 
the measure, opponents sug- 
gested that .the state would be- 
come a magnet for people who 
wanted medical assistance to die. 
Though that groundswell has 
not materialized, opponents were 
still dismayed at news of the first 
state-sanctioned suicide. 
"This is a tragic and sad day 
for Oregon and the United 
States," said Bob Castagna, a 
spokesman for the Oregon Catho- 
lic Conference. "Assisted suicide 
has begun in the state of Oregon 
to our profound regret and sor- 
row. May God have mercy on all 
of us." 
Said Gayle Atteberry of the 
group Oregon Right to Life: "It 
makes my heart break that we 
have stooped so low in society 
that we allow the terminally ill to 
kill themselves Instead of reach- 
ing out with true compassion that 
would be being with them to the 
end." 
The law has been the focus of 
national debate since the first 
campaign in 1994 when voters 
passed it by a narrow margin, 
and in 1997 when it was put back 
on the ballot by the Legislature 
and   overwhelmingly    passed 
f I 
again. 
A warning from Washington 
clouded the law almost as soon as 
it went into effect. The Federal 
Drug Enforcement Administra- 
tion, in a notice solicited by Con- 
gressional opponents of the Ore- 
gon law, warned that any doctors 
who prescribed drugs for suicide 
could risk sanctions. 
Justice Department officials 
have since indicated that federal 
drug officials are unlikely to in- 
terfere with the Oregon law. At- 
torney General Janet Reno is ex- 
pected to issue a final decision 
soon. 
The latest furor over the law 
came last month when a state 
panel made assisted suicide part 
of the list of procedures available 
to the 270,000 low-income resi- 
dents covered under the state's 
health plan. Federal money, by 
law, cannot be used in assisted 
suicide. 
But Oregon officials said the 
costs of the procedure could be 





□ The owner of 
Kamikazes bar has 
made a few small 
changes to spruce 
up the old Gar- 
goyles location. 
By BRANDON WRAY 
The BG News  
Kamikazes is the answer 
to the question of what was 
going to happen to Gar- 
goyles' old home. 
The new bar opened offi- 
cially last Wednesday after 
trial runs the previous 
weekend and on St. 
Patrick's Day. The bar is 
owned and operated by 
Rick Ault, who also co-owns 
Checkers and the Toledo 
bar Captain's Quarters. 
"Things went pretty well 
on our first real weekend," 
Ault said. "Thursday was 
good, Friday was a little 
slow with the weather, a lot 
of people coming, checking 
things out and not hanging 
around ~ and Saturday was 
excellent. We were packed 
the whole night." 
Ault said he thinks Kami- 
kazes will be successful be- 
cause of the location. 
"I had always heard that 
the location there was 
great. It's the closest bar 
when you first get to down- 
town," he said. "You 
wouldn't think it would 
matter because every place 
is so close, but being the 
first one people see is im- 
portant. I think we will be 
successful once people get 
in here and especially next 
fall when a new class comes 
in." 
When the owners of Gar- 
goyles decided to move, 
Ault said he jumpe i at the 
chance to get the building, 
which is owned by Robert 
Maurer. 
"I heard they were mov- 
ing and I scurried to get an 
alcohol license and get the 
building," Ault said. 
Ault has made a couple 
changes to improve the at- 
mosphere in the building. 
"It's amazing what a few 
mirrors and a coat of paint 
can do," he said. "We paint- 
ed the walls white and add- 
ed mirrors. It looks much 
brighter and bigger too, 
with the mirrors. We also 
put in a new floor behind 
the bar. The old one was 
disgusting and smelled." 
Other improvements Ault 
would like to work on in- 
clude creating better bath- 
rooms and an improved pa- 
tio area 
Ault is staying with what 
he thinks is a good musical 
format, '80s favorites and 
dance music He is also add- 
ing a karaoke night on 
Wednesdays. 
Ault is no stranger to the 
Bowling Green bar scene. 
He started the bar now 
called Tuxedo Juntion in 
the '70s and worked at Col- 
lege Station for 12 years. In 
between those stints, he 
lived in College Station, 
Texas, home of Texas A&M 
University. 
i 
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So, you think the BGSU campus lacks culture? Think it lacks week- 
end entertainment? Heck, do you find that hanging out in the Union 
day in and day out to fill the lull in between classes just doesn't intel- 
lectually stimulate or entertain you anymore (if it ever did)? Got spring 
fever? 
If you answered yes to any of these questions, the BGSU Fine Arts 
Center Galleries has the answer. Its spring art exhibit schedule is in full 
bloom. 
If you missed the recent 1998 Undergraduate Art exhibit in the 
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery, which ended March 25, you missed 228 
pieces of exquisitely crafted artwork from 117 student artists, many of 
whom were awarded with scholarships and other prizes for their 
work All artwork, ranging from paintings to computer art to sculp- 
tures, has its own story. 
Some art pieces took weeks, even months to complete. Each one 
illustrates a mastery of technique, an unspoken story, and a level of 
creativity and originality that invokes lingering thought or conveys a 
message deeper than its surface. 
Why mention an art exhibit that's now a fond memory? There are 
three reasons. First, some students believe that such elements are 
nonexistent on campus. If you have not visited the art galleries, don't 
complain. If you did not know they even existed, now you do! The 
gallery exhibits are a true gem on campus often filled with artwork 
made by fellow students. 
Secondly, remember to check out the 1999 show next year in early 
March! Early advertising? Perhaps, but it is well deserved. Finally, its 
not tcx» late! You can still catch some more artwork before the semes- 
ters end. The MFA Thesis exhibition begins with an opening reception 
Friday, April 3 from 7p.m. to 9p.m and continues through April 14 
during regular hours in the Dorothy Uber Bryan and Willard 
Wankelman Galleries. Also, the BFA Senior Thesis Exhibitions open 
Friday, April 17. 
The best part about these and all Fine Arts Center Galleries exhibits 
is that they are absolutely, 100 percent free!!! That means free weekday 
and weekend entertainment, free intellectual stimulation, and a break 
from the mind-numbing excitement of the daily grind. 
So, before knocking BGSUs supposed poor supply of art, entertain- 
ment and culture, experience what other have found to be an often 
hidden gem of cultural abundance. Get to the Fine Arts Center Gallery 
exhibits before spring fever gets the best of you. 
Sarah Daoust 
Junior Public Relations 
Copyright © 1998, The BG News, Bowling Green, Ohio. Reprinting 
of any material from this publication without the permission of 
The BG News Is strictly prohibited. 
The BG News Is an independent publication founded In 1920 and 
is published dally during the academic year and weekly during the 
summer semester. 
Opinions expressed In columns and letters to the editor are not 
necessarily those of the student body, faculty, University adminis- 
tration or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the 
Spring 1998 BG News staff. 
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any 
errors In stories or photograph descriptions. 
Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are 
final. 
Today's edition was designed and edited by 
^r Beth Kerby. Copy Chief -jr 
^ She can be reached at (419) 372-6966 
UAO fails to bring the rock 
I will preface this by saying that 
if you are in some way connected to 
the Universities Activities 
Organization, you are not going to 
like anything said in this column. 
With that out of the way, here's 
the plain and simple truth: UAO 
screwed up. How can I even begin 
to criticize an organization that I 
am not even a part of, you ask? It's 
lime for a history lesson. 
Around October of 19%, I was 
the programming director of 
WFAL, one of the campus radio sta- 
tions. Some of the people at the 
station and myself got the wild idea 
that we should have bands play at 
BGSU since we had never actually 
seen a real live well-known music 
artist perform in Bowling Green. In 
fact, there hadn't been a concert in 
Bowling Green since the 10,000 
Maniacs played before the start of 
the decade. 
So with this wild hair up our 
posterior, we decided to start bug- 
ging Sidney Ribeau. At the same 
time, apparently UAO had the 
same idea and we got together 
along with some other organiza- 
tions like University Ambassadors 
to try to formulate a plan. 
Without consulting WFAL, UAO 
put a survey in the paper that listed 
bands that could be popular choices 
to bring to BG. Logic tells me that 
you would want some input from a 
radio station (nationally recognized 
as one the best modem music sta- 
tions in the country by the National 
Association of College 
Broadcasters) which knows what 
acts are going to be popular in four 
to six months (based on projected 
record sales, number of spins, air- 
play, etc.), who is available to tour 
and who is busy recording/in 
rehab. The radio station also has 
daily and constant communication 
with almost every major and minor 
record company, which are connect- 
ed to the artists booking agency, in 
the country. But no, we were not 
included in the decision making for 
the initial survey. 
The truth is, WFAL could have 
brought a number of artists in the 
last few years, but does not have 
the resources (roughly $15,000 from 
ACGFA compared to over $80,000 
for UAO last year). Think I'm jok- 
ing, I'm not. 
Six months before Jewel hit the 
airwaves with her first single "Who 
Will Save Your Soul," WFAL had 
the album in rotation. The record 
company was willing to have her 
come to Bowling Green to play for 
relatively cheap ($500), as long as 
we could come up with a place to 
play. One of the local bars pretty 
much laughed at the idea of bring- 
ing a "no-name" to BG. That is 
another column, but it proves the 
radio station is not full of crap 
when it says, "Look, this artist is 
going to be huge, we should book 
them now before they get too 
expensive." 
The same thing happened last 
year. Ani DiFranco, the folk-punk 
do-it-yourself queen was willing to 
come to BG for $2000. We just had 
to find a place big enough to fit 
750-1000 people, like a ballroom. 
Unfortunately a certain ballroom 
was mysteriously booked (with 
actually no one using it) for the 
dates we wanted to work with. 
Another example of WFAL trying 
to bring in talent but finding obsta- 
cles in it's way, but that again is 
another column. 
How does all this relate back to 
the story of last year. Well, UAO 
has no obstacles. They can do what 
they please, reserve what they 
want, fund what they have to. The 
idea of spending only $15,000 - 
20,000 on a band is ridiculous in 
today's market, when even 
mediocre bands command $50,000. 
UAO could work with other organi- 
zations and combine efforts and 
money, but that would mean releas- 
ing some the control they so des- 
perately demand. 
When it came down to actually 
putting on the Violent Femmes con- 
cert last year, the truth about UAO 
became evident. I had spent the 
better part of the spring semester 
on the committee with approxi- 
mately four or five other organiza- 
tion heads. However, when show 
time came, I was reduced to an 
usher while UAO personnel who 
were only minimally involved in 
the planning were brought in to fill 
the important positions. After 
spending hours upon hours in 
meetings for the concert, putting up 
hundreds of signs, getting volun- 
teers to work the concert, and even 
going on WBGU 24 to talk about 
the great work that had been done 
by everyone involved to make the 
whole thing work, I was demoted. 
Of course I'm bitter and angry, 
but not for what was done to me, 
but for what UAO has been doing 
to students since I've been here, 
which is waste our time. Every 
year, people read the surveys they 
put in the paper and know full well 
they have no ability to bring any- 
one on their list to this school either 
because they can't afford them or 
the artist just won't play colleges. I 
really don't see Puff Daddy or LL 
Cool J coming to BG for $20,000 in 
the neair future. 
UAO can talk all they want 
about bringing bands to BG and 
their valiant attempts that go for 
nothing, but the simple fact is, 
UAO has no business trying to 
bring bands here because they have 
a horrible track record. And on the 
opposite end of the spectrum, 
WFAL gets shafted by the 
University and the bars in this town 
for no apparent reason other than   . 
they are not liked. Makes you won- 
der who should be getting the 
ACGFA money. 
Timothy Minneci is a Senior sports 
management major who enjoys shcot- 
ing his mouth of, especially when it 
comes to the University. Contact him 
at timm@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
Signe by Willinson 
Principal misses learning opportunity 
MIAMI, FLA. — For a textbook 
example of overkill, consider the 
arrest and expulsion of the "Killian 
Nine." 
Instead of making an example of 
the teen-agers, the harsh punish- 
ment is fast making them martyrs. 
These are the Killian High stu- 
dents who anonymously published 
the now-infamous underground 
newsletter called First Amendment. 
It took shots at stuck-up classmates, 
administrators, security guards and 
cheerleaders, among others. 
One ooint of the pamphlet was 
to shock, and to that end the 
authors sprinkled racial slurs, the F- 
word, graphic sexual references and 
a few crude cartoons. Sophisticated 
satire it's not 
If s also not dangerous, no mat- 
ter what Principal Timothy Dawson 
says. 
He was, understandably, 
annoyed to see himself depicted 
with a large dart in his head. He 
was also alarmed by this passage in 
one of the newsletter's more vitri- 
olic essays: 
"I often have wondered what 
would happen if I shot Dawson in 
the head and other teachers who 
have pissed me off or shoot the f— 
 bastard who thought I looked 
at him wrong or the airheaded 
cheerleader who is more concerned 
about what added layer of Revlon 
she's putting on." 
Not nice, but what's scarier — 
the angry words, or the fact that a 
product of the Miami-Dade school 
system can't spell the word "cheer- 
leader"? 
Perspective is whafs been miss- 
ing from the Killian controversy. 
While gunplay in schools is nothing 
to joke about, it's quite a reach to 
••One point of the 
pamphlet was to 
shock, and to that end 
the authors sprinkled 
racial slurs, the F- 
word, graphic sexual 
references and a few 
crude cartoons. 
Sophisticated satire it's 
not.JJ 
interpret the kid's disjointed rant as 
a serious death threat against 
Dawson or anyone else. 
Ironically, the Killian Nine aren't 
lazy slackers or chronic trouble- 
makers. They're good students — 
some of them are on the honor roll 
— which adds weight to their writ- 
ing and their predicament. While 
the vaingloriously titled First 
Amendment surely isn't their best 
work, it is worth reading if you care 
about how young people are look- 
ing at the world. Some of the work 
is touching in its expression of 
unhappiness and inner turmoil. 
From the self-deprecaringly titled 
"Simple Babble": 
We want justice, but we have no 
case. 
We're considered nothing but 
societies (sic] waste. 
We have no rights, no actions 
taken. 
No life to live, we are forsaken. 
It's swell to talk about free 
speech, but such a thing doesn't 
exist in high schools. (I speak from 
experience, as the long-ago editor 
of a mimeographed tract not 
always beloved by administrators 
at good old Plantation High.) 
The Killian Nine's raunchy lan- 
guage probably did violate rules of 
student conduct, and the suspen- 
sions were predictable. But Dawson 
has pursued the matter with such 
zeal that it looks personal: the 
tough big-city principal versus the 
naughty foul-mouthed upstarts. 
Arresting and jailing them for 
"hate crimes" wasn't only impul- 
sive, it was unbelievably dumb. The 
case was a loser, and prosecutors 
dropped it faster than a vial of 
anthrax. 
Now county officials, encour- 
aged by Dawson, have acted to 
expel the nine underground writers 
and force them to finish their edu- 
cations at other high schools. Two 
are seniors, so they'll graduate this 
spring with strangers instead of 
their friends. 
The official line is that the con- 
tinued presence of the Killian Nine 
would be disruptive to the other 
students. The real reason for the 
expulsion is that their presence 
would be embarrassing to the prin- 
cipal. 
After mishandling the case, the 
grown-ups now are trying to save 
face. The headlines and threats of 
lawsuits could have been avoided if 
Killian had dealt with the newslet- 
ter in a calm, levelheaded way. 
Nothing like a mass arrest to 
draw unwanted attention to your 
campus' problems. Very smart 
move. 
Maybe Killian has so many tal- 
ented, budding writers that it can 
afford to boot out nine of them, but 
I doubt it. Misspellings and all, the 
First Amendment pamphlet shows 
a creative energy and interest in the 
craft that ought to be nurtured and 
not snuffed. 
Certainly the kids should be 
held accountable for what they 
published. The best way to'do that 
would have been to keep them in 
the classroom and let them hear 
from those who were hurt and 
insulted by the pamphlet — includ- 
ing Dawson. 
What better opportunity for all 
students at Killian to learn about 
the power of the written word, and 
the responsibility that goes with it. 
And what better opportunity for 
Dawson himself to find out why 
such bright and promising kids are 
so bitter and disillusioned about life 
at his school. If you were principal, 
wouldn't you want to know? 
Too bad it didn't play out that 
way, both sides getting together 
and listening to the other. It could 
have been interesting. It could have 
been an actual learning experience 
Carl Hiaasen is a columnist for the 
Miami Herald, appearing as a guest 





Thursday, March 26, 1998 
QUOTE OF THE DAY 
A   ^    It's not a Coke - Pepsi war issue,     A A 
Gloria Hamilton 
principal of school that suspended a student for wearing a Pepsi shirt on Coke day 
UPCOMING EVENTS 
"Upcoming Evenlt" it a wrvke to our reftdera borrowed daily via the University web page- The ralrndar of 
events on the web page ha. a more complete listing of event! and can be accrued through "www.bgau.edu". 
Thursday, 3/26/98 
Information table for Dance 
Marathon (8 a.m. - 5 p.m.) 
Union Foyer. The Information table 
will include a video, button andTshlrt 
sales. Pizza Hut cards, and more! 
Internet Use for BGSU Personnel - 
PC (9 a.m. - Noon) 
BGSU. Designed specifically for BGSU 
personnel, this class will familiarize you 
with the functionality provided by a net- 
worked computer. Learn about email 
(Eudora) and web browsers (Netscape). 
Free. For more information, call 
Continuing Education. 372-8181. 
Dance Marathon T Shirt Sale (9 
a.m. - 4:30 p.m.) 
Math Science Building. Fundraiser for 
Dance Marathon. Sponsored by 
Alpha Phi Omega. 
Dance Marathon fundraiser 
(10 a.m. - 1 p.m.) 
Math Science Building. 
Omega Phi Alpha will be selling 
suckers for $.50 and Pisanello 
coupons for $1.50. The Pisanello 
coupons are for free 7" pizzas with 
two items. All the proceeds are 
going towards Dance Marathon. 
i Dye an 










Foyer. Opportunity to 
have your name writ- 
ten in Arabic. 








Meet the Nurses (11 a.m.) 
1103 Offenhauer West. Opportunity 
to ask general health-related questions of 
Student Health Center staff. Snacks will 
be provided. Sponsored by World Student 
Association. 
Study Abroad Informational 
Session (4 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.) 
1103 Offenhauer West. Session to 
learn about the many overseas study pro- 
grams available to BGSU students. The 
procedures that must be followed in order 
to study abroad will be discussed. Call 
372-0309/0479 with questions. 
Japanese Night (7 p.m.) 
1104 Offenhauer West. Are you inter- 
ested in Japanese food and culture? You 
can learn how to make sushi and watch 
videas from Japan. Kimono and Origami 
demonstration will be shown too. 
The Sweet Hereafter (7:30 p.m.) 
Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hall. 
Canadian Film Week. Cinematographer 
Paul Sarossy will discuss his film after Its 
showing. Seating space is limited to the 
first 150 people each night. To reserve 
your seat, obtain directions, or for further 
information please call 419-372-2457 or 
e-mail lsnyder@cba.bgsu.edu. 
Tuba/Euphonium Ensemble (8 
p.m.) 
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical 
Arts Center. Concert will feature tuba and 
euphonium quartets. BGSU alumna Angle 
Hunter will appear as a guest soloist. 
Hunter is currently on the faculty at the 
German Bible Institute in Konigfeld, 
Germany. Free. 
Waiting for Godot (8 p.m.) 
411 South Hall. Samuel Beckett's 
classic tragicomedy about two bums wait- 
ing for the meaning of existence. Call 
372-2719 for ticket information. 
Libraries and Learning Resources' 
Research Project Clinics (TBA) 
Jerome Library. Students with 
research assignments can set up 
individual consultations with a 
reference librarian. Call 372- 
6943 or stop by the Jerome 
Library 
Reference/Information 
Desk to sign up for a time 
slot. 
Friday, 3/27/98 
Dance Marathon T- 
Shlrt Sale (9 a.m. - 
4:30 p.m.) 
Math Science Building. 
Fundraiser for Dance 
Marathon. Sponsored by 
Alpha Phi Omega. 
Ticket Sales (9:30 a.m. - 3:30 
p.m.) 
Corner of Eppler complex. Sponsored 
by the Office of Development. Raffle tick- 
ets are being sold for the "Beyond BG 
Senior Challenge Program." 
Tie Dye and Jewelry Sale (10 a.m. - 
5 p.m.) 
Education Building steps. Sponsored 
by UAO. 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET 




"It's disappointing. I 
think if they want 
to keep students 
here on weekends 





"I was hoping 
they'd gei a better 
band than last 
year." 







"I was looking for- 
ward to seeing 






"I'm klnda disap- 
pointed. They 
should have some- 
thing to do for the 
students." 
Got an Idea for a "People on the Street" question? E-mail ut at "hgnewa9bgnel.bgsu". 
THURSDAY THRILLS 
"An eight-year-old Perrysburg 
resident attempted to raise 
money for Dance Marathon yes- 
terday by balancing a two-thou- 
sand pound golf ball on her 
shoulders. The young girl was 
able to raise a large sum of 
money, that will be donated to the 
upcoming dance marathon." 
Thursday Thrills is just that - just 
for thrills. Please do not take it 
seriously. We're trying to have a 




Mild, mid level clouds 
High:   70 Low:   53 
Friday: 
High winds, mid level clouds, 
sprinkles 
High:   74 Low:   46 
PAGE THREE is intended as an irreverent look at 
The University. We at The- BO Newt consider it an 
offbeat page where we try to effer something for every- 
body. Opinions expressed herein are solely those of 
our staff.   Have a nice day. 
OHIO Weather 
Thursday, March 26 
AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures 
W.VA. 
KY |Portsmoutl^^O_J 
Showers  T-storms Rain    Flumes    Snow        lea       Sunny   Pt. Cloudy    Cloudy 




2 FREE visits with the purchase of 
a $2510 visit package 
3 FREE visits with the purchase 
$30 20 visit package 
FREE Manicure with the purchase of a pedicure 
W. POE RP. 352-0061 
.MATTRESSES^T^ 
MMTRtSS. F0UN0AT1ON. FRAME a BRASS HtADBOARO       J «- 
1      $229*5      i ™ 
{EXPIRES 3/31/98 SUPPLIES LIMITEI 
WOODLAND MALL ■ BOWLING GREEN - 353-1400 
Closed Wednesdays 
Howard's Club H 
Mon-Sat 2-2:30 am B   " 
210 N. Main        Sun 5-2:30 am 352-9951 
Thursday 
Evolotto 
False Face Society 
Friday & Saturday 
^j Welders        A>j^ 
Pool • Video Games • Electronic Darts • Pinball 
Tell your folks how much you're studying 
Then get back to the party 
1-800-COLLECT 
I      \ \ 
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compiled from wire reports 
■ SHOOTING 
A boy is accused of firing a gun at his principal 
DALY CITY, Calif. - A 14-year-old boy U accused of shooting 
at his principal at the start of school Wednesday, then tossing the 
small handgun In a bush and returning for math class. 
The shot missed Principal Matteo Rizzo, who said he had sent 
the boy home Friday because the student was angry over an in- 
cident involving a friend. 
"It sounded like a firecracker," Rizzo said. "By the time we re- 
alized what had happened, all the kids were in class." 
Officers tracked the boy by finding out who came to class late 
at Fernando Rivera Middle School and by witnesses. The boy, 
who was not Identified because of his age, faces juvenile charges 
of attempted murder and weapons-related charges. 
Police said the boy admitted shooting at Rizzo with a 25-ca- 
liber semiautomatic pistol from 20 feet away in a courtyard of 
students heading to class. 
The Incident follows one Tuesday, In which 11- and 13-year-old 
boys were arrested in the shooting deaths of four students and a 
teacher in Jonesboro, Ark. Earlier Wednesday, in Princeton, 
Texas, a student slashed three teachers with a razor when they 
tried to stop him from cutting himself. 
■ FINALE 
'Friends' will have their season end in London 
LONDON - America's favorite twenty-somethings are trading 
their coffeehouse for a London pub this week for the season 
finale of "Friends." 
Jennifer Aniston, Courtney Cox, Matt LeBlanc, Matthew Perry 
and David Schwimmer discussed the hour-long episode that 
closes the program's fourth season at a news conference Mon- 
day. 
"It's actually quite exciting," Aniston said. "As long as we have 
each other, we can survive anything." 
The episode is being filmed around London this week and will 
air in the United States on May 7. It revolves around the whirl- 
wind marriage of Ross (Schwimmer) to his British girlfriend, 
played by Helen Baxendale. 
Although cast and crew coyly refused to elaborate, Cox said it 
won't be a picture-perfect wedding. 
"I cause some problems," she said. "It's not just business as 
usual." 
The cast was minus Lisa Kudrow, who is too pregnant to travel, 
but she'll appear in the episode via the magic of today's technol- 
ogy. 
■ FILM 
Jewel may star in movie because she is bored 
with touring 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. - Jewel hopes starring in Ang Lee's Civil 
War movie will help with her singing doldrums. 
The pop star told reporters Tuesday she's turning to acting be- 
cause she's bored with touring and isn't afraid of the boy's club 
atmosphere on the movie set. 
"That's the fun part," she laughed. 
'To Live On," based on a Daniel Woodrell book, is about Mis- 
souri farm boys who become Confederate raiders. It follows 
Lee's "Sense and Sensibility" and "The Ice Storm." 
The Taiwan-born director said the story made him look at 
America differently. "It was more like Bosnia or Vietnam, yet it 
was dead center U.S.A." 
Jeffrey Wright of "Basquial" co-stars. Cast and crew will be 
shooting into July in Kansas and Missouri. The movie likely will 
be released next year. 
■ PRINCES 
Buckingham Palace almost canceled a photo 
appearance 
WHISTLER, British Columbia - Buckingham Palace threat- 
ened Wednesday to cancel a photo opportunity of the young 
princes on holiday because Canadian camera crews shot them 
getting on a ski lift. 
Toe spokesman told 100 reporters and photographers fiat the 
princes were upset by the breach of privacy. If it was repeated, 
he said, the planned appearance Thursday would be canceled. 
Prince Charles and his sons - 15-year-old William and 13-year- 
old Harold - were hoping for a quiet holiday. The three seemed 
happy and relaxed after a whirlwind trip to Vancouver, where 
William was shadowed bv teen-age girls 
FBI calls evidence 'total fabrication' 
The Associated Press 
MEMPHIS, Term. - A former 
FBI agent's claim that he found 
evidence supporting James Earl 
Ray's assertion of a frame-up in 
the assassination of the Rev. 
Martin Luther King Jr. is a "total 
fabrication," an FBI spokesman 
said Wednesday. 
Former agent Donald Wilson 
said he discovered the evidence 
- two slips of paper - in Ray's 
car six days after King was killed 
by a sniper in Memphis on April 
4,1968, but did not tell anyone. 
FBI records, however, show 
Wilson was not among the five 
agents who searched the car. 
"He is alleging something that 
as far as we're concerned is a 
total fabrication," FBI spokes- 
man Frank Scafidl said from bu- 
reau headquarters in Washing- 
ton. 
A former agent who did search 
the car supported Scafldi's 
statement, as did the lead state 
prosecutor in the Ray case. 
"The trunk was full of 
stuff..." 
Carl E. Clairborne 
retired FBI agent 
Wilson made his claim Tuesday 
at a news conference in Atlanta 
with Ray's attorney William Pep- 
per. 
Pepper dismissed Scafidi's 
comments as part of an FBI "dis- 
information campaign." 
Wilson was not part of the 
search team. Pepper acknowl- 
edged, but had access to the ve- 
hicle before it was hauled to FBI 
headquarters in Atlanta and 
checked by agents. 
Pepper said Wilson took two 
slips of paper from Ray's car. 
Both had the name "Raul" writ- 
ten on them, and one detailed "a 
laundry list of payments to other 
people and other entities," Pep- 
per said. 
Ray has argued for 30 years 
that he was set up to take the 
blame for the murder by an un- 
derworld figure he knew only as 
Raul. No evidence of Raul's exis- 
tence has ever been found by 
prosecutors. 
King's widow, Coretta Scott 
King, said Tuesday she wants an 
investigation into Wilson's claim. 
"This is compelling evidence that 
further strengthens Mr. Ray's 
appeal for the trial he never 
had," she said. 
Ray, now 70, confessed to the 
crime and pleaded guilty in 1969 
but recanted three days later and 
has sought a trial since then. He 
is serving a 99-year sentence and 
has been in poor health because 
of liver disease. 
Ray's white Mustang was 
found In an Atlanta housing 
project after King was killed. 
Wilson found the papers but kept 
them from his superiors because 
he did not trust them, according 
to Pepper. 
Neither Pepper nor Wilson said 
why he waited 30 years to come 
forward. 
According to FBI records, 
however, Wilson's only In- 
volvement In the Ray case was 
checking on some Western Union 
money orders cashed through an 
Atlanta bank, Scaf ldi said. 
He and Memphis Assistant 
District Attorney General John 
Campbell said FBI files show 
five agents searched the car and 
Wilson was not one of them. 
Retired FBI agent Carl E. Clai- 
borne did search the car. From 
his home In Knoxville, Claibome 
said he did not know Wilson and 
"he wasn't there" during the 
search In the basement of the 
FBI office in Atlanta. 
"The trunk was full of stuff, 
and It took three of us five or six 
hours to go through there and get 
all that stuff out and inventory it 
and identify It and properly 
preserve it," Claiborne said. 
Boy exchanges choir robe for gang colors 
The Associated Press 
JONESBORO, Ark. - One 
stands out as a troublemaker, a 
slight kid one neighbor describes 
as "evil-acting," at age 11 
already well-tutored by his dad in 
shooting rifles, shotguns and pis- 
tols. 
His older cousin was literally a 
choirboy who went to church 
when his parents didn't and held 
chairs politely for girls. But re- 
cently, he'd donned red clothing 
or camouflage outfits, boasted of 
gang membership and cropped 
his dark brown hair boot-camp 
short. Two weeks ago, he stopped 
going to church. 
Both boys - Mitchell Johnson, 
13, and Andrew Golden, 11 - 
c were wearing camouflage when 
they were captured outside rural 
Westside Middle School where 
four schoolgirls and a teacher 
were shot and killed Tuesday. 
Eleven others were wounded 
with shots from weapons state 
police identified as a Ruger 
.44-caliber rifle and a 30.06 hunt- 
ing rifle. 
"I thought when they were 
talking about the camouflage 
clothes, he must have more cam- 
ouflaged on the inside than what 
we could see on the outside," Jan- 
ice Holt, the pastor's wife who 
taught Mitchell at the Bono Re- 
vival Tabernacle, said Wednes- 
day. "He seemed like such a neat 
young man." 
Authorities say that "neat 
young man" may have master- 
minded the ambush during a fake 
fire drill, allegedly angry at be- 
ing dumped by his girlfriend. 
The pair skipped school Tuesday, 
and Mitchell took his stepfather's 
van without permission, state 
police said. 
Wednesday afternoon, the boys 
were ordered detained until an 
April 29 hearing. They have been 
charged with five counts of mur- 
der and 10 counts each of first- 
degree battery. Police did not 
provide the name of the 11th 
wounded person, who did not 
need hospital care. The boys en- 
tered no pleas. 
To hear people describe Mit- 
chell, he might have been two 
separate boys. 
Mellnda Henson, 13, con- 
sidered Mitchell, who'd moved 
from Minnesota in the last couple 
years, one of her better friends. 
She remembers him holding 
chairs for her and other girls at 
church. She says he talked about 
basketball, never guns. 
"He was always a really good 
friend to me," the seventh- 
grader said. "I mean, I could tell 
him anything, and he wouldn't 
say anything to anybody." 
But in almost the same breath, 
she said her friend also spoke 
about wanting "to hurt people" 
and claimed to be part of a gang. 
"He always had some type of 
red on every day, because he was 
in the Blood Gang," she said. 
And on Monday, he told her 
something bizarre. 
"He said, 'Tomorrow you all 
find out if you live or die,'" she 
said. "And I said, 'What's that 
supposed to mean?' ... And he 
said I'll find out tomorrow." 
That's not the boy Mrs. Holt 
remembers from Christian 
games and study at her home. 
Mitchell came alone to church 
and to youth group meetings, and 
Pastor William Holt would drive 
him home to a rundown, one- 
story frame house in nearby 
Herman. 
"The thing that stood out the 
most was his conduct," Mrs. Holt 
said. "He was one you never had 
to call down, say "Get quiet, let's 
don't do that.' You never had to 
do Mitch that way. He was al- 




Ballroom and First Floor 
• Free birthday cake at the luncheon 
and in the Falcon's Nest, with a cake 
cutting ceremony at 11:15am. 
• Video of the Union's past, present, and tuture 
• Display of other Union memorabilia 
• Entertainment: caricature artists, balloon 
sculptures, music and more 
Day-Long Events 
• Specials In the Falcon's Nest: 25c hamburgers,35c 
cheeseburgers & 5c for a 120z. fountain soda pop 
• Campus Bowling a Billiards: 3/S1.00 bowling 
games; 25c shoe rental:  $1.00 per hour table billiards 
• Little Shop: 20% off BGSU items & apparel 
Birthday 
Union I 
Spirit Day Luncheon 
11a.m. - 2p.m. 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
•Cash, Big Charge or Debit Cards accepted 
•$2.50 lunch combo: cup of 
soup, sandwich, salad 
•Plus 'fun foooa'funnel cakes, nachos with 
cheese, cotton candy, and caramel com 
All Weak 
Enter a raffle for a giant stuffed rabbit in the Little 
Shop, winner to be announced Friday 
Tomorrow 
\ 
Friday, March 27 
Events sponsored by: Student Union, University Activities Organization, 
University Dining Services 
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mannered." 
Her husband said Mitchell had 
recently become introspective, 
talking frequently about missing 
his divorced father and of the 
time he'd spent with him in Min- 
nesota last summer. Then, two 
weeks ago, he said, Mitchell 
stopped coming to church 
Chris Perry, the youth minister 
at Central Baptist Church in 
Jonesboro, also knew Mitchell. 
Perry was counseling students at 
the school Wednesday. 
"Talking to students here who 
know him," Perry said, "they 
said he was kind of getting an at- 
titude the past month or two. 
Talking big and bad. You know - 
adolescent boys have little cold 
wars and little competitive 
scrapes all the time." 
Assessments of Drew Golden 
are more distinct. 
Lloyd Brooks lives five ranch 
houses down from the Golden 
home on a quiet, dead-end street 
not far from downtown. He said 
he'd warned his 12-year-old 
daughter, Jenna, to keep away 
from the sandy-haired boy often 
seen running around the neigh- 
borhood in camouflage gear. 
"I wouldn't let her play with 
this kid because - it's mean to 
say - he was so demented," 
Brooks said. "He was always 
threatening people." 
On Tuesday, Jenna Brooks was 
wounded in the thigh Her cousin, 
Natalie Brooks, also 12, was 
killed. 
Drew  learned  marksmanship 
from his father, Dennis, the reg- * 
istered representative for a local 
gun club, the Jonesboro Practical 
Pistol Shooters Association. 
Terry Crider, the pistol group's 
former secretary-treasurer, said 
Wednesday that Golden had 
trained his son to use rifles and 
shotguns and had recently start- 
ed teaching him "practical shoot- 
ing," handgun competition in 
which shooters get points for hit- 
ting moving and pop-up targets. 
"I have seen Drew shoot," 
Crider said. "He was not very ac- 
curate and he wasn't very fast." 
Crider Insists the older Golden 
was always focused on safety. 
"I've been with Dennis before 
when he was teaching him 
firearm safety, and Drew was 
very attentive. He paid attention 
and never handled anything in an 
unsafe manner. That's one 
reason why this is so appalling," 
Crider said. 
Crider paused to recall a boy 
who loved deer hunting and com- 
puter games: "I can't personally, 
knowing Drew, imagine him 
taking another person's life like 
this.... 
"Drew struck me more as the 
child who, when he found out 
about this, would have told his 
father that this guy was going to 
do something wrong, rather than 
tag along." 
Dennis Golden, a strongly built 
man with graying hair, emerged 
briefly from his stone-and-wood 
home Wednesday but declined a 
reporter's interview request. 
"I appreciate your cooperation. 
It's a hard time for us," said 
Golden, the postmaster at Big 
gers, a small town north of 
Jonesboro. His wife, Patricia, is 
postmaster at Walnut Ridge. 
State prosecutors say the boys 
will likely be tried as juveniles, 
although there is talk of harsher 
federal prosecution. Brooks said 
it's not fair the boys may get to 
start their lives over again in a 
few years. 
"These are coldblooded, evil 
children and I don't care how bad 
that sounds," he said. "These 
kids (the dead) dont get to start 
over. Yesterday was their last 
day." 
FOX RUN APARTMENTS 
• 2 large bedrooms, 
fully furnished or unfurnished 
•11/2 baths 
> washer and dryer in each unit 
• dishwasher and microwave 
• walk-in closets, extra storage 
> sell-defrost refrigerators 
> self-cleaning range 
> deadbolts for safety, patio doors 
Clough 
 







• gas heat • electric, central air • 
• individually metered utilities • 
* cable TV and phone in each room • 
• fully insulated 6" walls ' 
• brick exterior and hallways • 
• soundproofed • fi reproofed • 
Preferred Properties 
530 S. Maple • Hours 8-4:30 • 352-9378 
"Call-We'll meet you there." 
Free membership to Cherrywood Hearth Spa 
(Indoor pool, whirlpool, Muna. lockar room, weight room, tanning) 
No Parental Guarantees 
I' 
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Actress portrays impact of anorexia 
□ Mi mi Wyche per- 
formed a piece on eat- 
ing disorders and dis- 
cussed how her life was 
affected by them. 
By ANA PEREIRA 
The BG News  
Mimi Wyche said she was "Ea- 
ten Alive." 
The Broadway actress per- 
formed a theatrical piece ad- 
dressing the emotional impacts 
of eating disorders Tuesday, in- 
cluding how it impacted her own 
Ufe. 
Her piece portrayed five 
different female characters, 
each of whom suffered from eat- 
ing disorders. The characters 
performed Included a teenager, 
an anorexic mother, a super 
mother, a woman attending a diet 
program and a bulimic woman. 
The performances addressed 
the feelings of frustration, guilt, 
pure pressure and denial, versus 
the reality of having an eating 
disorder. 
"Gaining weight is worse than 
dying and it matters," a charac- 
ter said, while another character 
pursued her dream of being thin 
by pursuing the sterotypical 
image of the perfect body 
portrayed by the Barbie doll. 
Wyche, who has performed in 
the musical "Cats," and sung solo 
at Carnegie Hall and the Lincoln 
Center, is a recovered bulimic 
and anorexic. 
"Theatre Is a powerful way to 
address issues of addiction," 
Wyche said. 
Wyche said eating disorders 
overtook some of the most im- 
portant years of her life. She 
faced the extremes of weighing 
83 to 19S pounds. Through her 
performances, she hopes to keep 
other people from losing impor- 
tant years of their lives. 
After the performance, a dis- 
cussion panel was led by Elayne 
Jacoby and Barbara Hoffman, 
both nurse clinicians at the 
health center. Students asked 
questions about eating disorders 
and Wyche's personal experi- 
ences with the disease. 
According to Hoffman, some of 
the signs of eating disorders in- 
clude unpatterned eating habits, 
"Ganing weight is worse than dying and it 
matters." 
line of character in "Eaten Alive" 
drastic weight loss, changes in 
social behavior and a strong 
preoccupation with food, diet and 
exercising. 
Heart and joint damage, as 
well as interruptions in a wom- 
en's menstrual cycle are some of 
the consequences of eating dis- 
orders, Hoffman said. Wyche, 
who lost her period for 10 years 
and cannot have children, said 
eating disorders started to kill 
her slowly. 
In addition to eating disorders 
affecting a person's body, they 
also disturb the relationships 
with friends and family, Wyche 
said. She said signs of the disease 
started early in her life and fami- 
ly issues, as well as depression, 
played big roles in her disease. 
City prepares for year 2000 
□ The University is at- 
tempting to update its 
computer software to 
comply with new stan- 
dards needed for the 
year 2000. 
By    PAULA    MOTOLIK   and 
BRANDON WRAY 
The BG News  
Not only does the year 2000 in- 
troduce a new century, but a new 
era in cyber-headaches for peo- 
ple who are trying to update their 
computer systems' organization 
as the clock nears midnight in 
1999. 
Bowling Green is not immune 
to this problem and the Universi- 
ty and city governments are all 
ready for the year 2000 bug by 
updating their computer 
systems. The year 2000 bug is the 
fact that many computer systems 
will not know what to do when 
the year and date change to Jan. 
1, 2000. Computers cannot regis- 
ter two digit numbers for the 
year because they think those 
years   have  already  happened. 
Many systems will be lost in an 
endless loop because they will 
not be able to get past the date. 
"Dates were stored in comput- 
ers as six digit numbers such as 
01-23-98, and computer software 
designers are now trying to write 
programs that allow for a four 
digit year to be added," Chris 
Jackson, data processing man- 
ager for the city of Bowling 
Green said. 
In the late '80s, computer pro- 
grammers and businesses alike 
first became concerned with 
software not designed for the 
year 2000, Jackson said. 
"Space was at a premium when 
software first was designed; 
therefore, to keep fields small, 
six digit fields were used, and 
that's how people learned to 
write programs, so it just stuck," 
Jackson said. 
The city is in a position that re- 
quires them to update their 
systems so that they are year 
2000 compliant, as are many 
other businesses, and their 
efforts are under way. 
"We have been aware of the 
problem for several years, espe- 
cially in the account, personal 
OUT** 
OHE*8 
For: Campus Events. Lost/Found. 
Personals. Help Wanted. For Sale. For Rent 
or sale: **•».**«««_**»***♦*«*** 
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BAX° L O B A L 
CURRENTLY HAS PART-TIME 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR DAY AND NIGHT 
SORTERS AT OUR TOLEDO-HUB. 
• $8.32-$8.50 per hour 
• Major medical, life and dental benefits 
• Educational Assistance 
• Paid Holidays and Vacations 
• Must possess a high school diploma or equivalent 
• Must possess a valid drivers license 
• Must be able to lift 701bs. consistently 
• Pre-employment drug testing 
NOTE: IMMEDIATE OPENINGS 
ON THE NIGHT SHIFT!!!! 
Candidates may apply between the hours of 8:30 am-4 pm 
or 11:30 pm-2:00 am. Monday thru Friday at: 
BAX GLOBAL 
One Air Cargo Pkwy. E. 




"My family relationship is 
great, but I had to establish a 
personal identity," Wyche said. 
Hoffman told students they 
can help advise a friend in need. 
She said they should be specific 
with the person. Jacoby added 
they should also be supportive of 
a friend and guide them to a 
place where they can get help. 
University students can get 
help at the Center for Wellness 
and Prevention and the Psychol- 
ogy Department. 
The event was sponsored by 
the UAO, The Well and Preven- 
tion and the Residence Life-Spe- 
cial Program Series. 
records, audits and income tax 
areas," said John Fawcett, muni- 
cipal administrator. 
The city began searching for 
solutions in the early '90s, and 
has already updated the pro- 
grams used for payroll, income 
tax and utility billing depart- 
ments, Jackson said. 
"All of the software has been 
purchased and will be imple- 
mented this summer," Jackson 
said. "We hope to have all year 
2000 compliances completed by 
the end of "98." 
The University is also in the 
process of making all computers 
compliant with 2000 software. 
"The software is currently be- 
ing updated on campus, and the 
project is well underway. 
However, most of the computers 
are already 2000 compliant," said 
Charles Dicken, computer opera- 
tions manager. 
Many common household ap- 
pliances like coffemakers and 
microwaves that are also run on 
an internal computer may also, 
according to experts, be con- 
fused when the year 2000 comes. 
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Continued from page one. 
how to evict  tenants the right 
way." 
Sielicki said that three-fourths 
of their cases are positively re- 
solved. She said a recurring 
problem is the neglect of land- 
lords in keeping up with repairs. 
If the landlord has been made 
aware of the situation on multiple 
accounts and still neglects to 
make the repairs, the student 
needs to put the requests in writ- 
ing and keep a copy for them- 
selves, according to Rodney 
Fleming, managing attorney for 
Student Legal Services. 
Fleming said, a landlord has 30 
days to remedy the situation 
when they receive a notice. If the 
repairs still remain unattended 
to after the 30 days, the student 
can request escrow. 
"(Escrow) is a way in which 
students pay their rent to the 
court instead of the landlord," 
Fleming said. "This way the land- 
lord answers to the court." 
In order to pay by escrow, a 
student must first send a written 
notice to the landlord of the re- 
pairs that need to be made, Flem- 
ing said. 
If a landlord does not comply 
with the written notice and the 
repairs are not completed, then 
Student Legal Services is availa- 
ble to work with the student and 
represent them in court, he said. 
The student continues to pay 
their rent to the court until the 
landlord has fixed the problems 
or a hearing is arranged, Fleming 
said. 
Clinton admits U.S. actions too slow 
The Associated Press 
Glenn's Shoe Repair 
and Leather Repair 
NEW LOCATION 
1007 N Main, Next to Rally's 
■4 
All Kinds of Repair Done 
-some while you wait 
Call 352-0175 
Hours Mon-Fri: 8:00-5:30 
KIGALI, Rwanda - Shaken by 
horror stories from the worst 
genocide since World War II, 
President Clinton grimly ac- 
knowledged Wednesday that "we 
did not act quickly enough" to 
stop the slaughter of up to a mil- 
lion R wandans four years ago. 
One survivor told Clinton he 
had to hide among thousands of 
corpses and "swim in their blood 
to survive." Although his hand 















sira lived - one of only 300 sur- 
vivors out of 5,000 people who 
sought refuge at a technical 
school that had been protected by 
Belgian paratroopers. 
When the troops withdrew, 
Hutus armed with machetes 
rushed in - just one murderous 
episode in a countrywide blood- 
bath orchestrated by the former 
Hutu government against minor- 
ity Tutsis and moderate Hutus 




224 E. Wooster 




9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Saturday 
9 a.m.-1 p.m. 
32 oz.  Jars $ 2.25 
MON:   $1 Miller bottles 
All Night! 
TUB.:    $1 Well Drinks 
All Night! 
WED:    $1.50 Long Island 
Ice Teas & Southpark 
Tmfls:   LADIES NIGHT 
$1.50 Frozen 
Margaritas 
FR:       Great Happy Hours 
SAT & SUN: Open at Noon 
Happy hour until 9pm 
Free Popcorn 
Everynight! 
GFEAT SANOWCHES & 
APPETISERS  
HAPPY HOW EVWVDAY 
4PM - 9PM 300 E. WCOSTER 
 354-4280  
DIRTY DANCING i 
'A SUCPIR. The dancing 
in this Hick is as thrilling 
os on/in o decode." 
0*41*1,*. nti*cvo*f 
VIRIY DANCING 
earns o plate as one of 
the top ten pop music' 
party movies. Right up 






Friday, March 27th & 
Saturday, March 28th 
8:00 PM& 11:00 PM 
111 Olscamp 
$2.00 
Questions? Call 372-7164 
:-3«K 
AVOID THE RUSH!!! 
GET A GREAT APARTMENT WHILE THEY'RE STILL AVAILABLE! 
'7013rd: I bdnn-free beat, water, lewer 
•139 4th: I bdrm.-free beat, water, sewer 
•710-730 Scott Hawlrrow: 
I bdrm., patio/balcowy 
free water, sewer 
"150 Scott Hamilton: I bdrm.-free water, sewer 
'mm VI Scott HaiMlHow: IIPRM. WPUX 
SUMMER LEASES AVAILABLE! 
CALL OR STOP BY TODAY! 
Mid Am Manor 
641 Third Apt. 4, BG 
352-4380 
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Cisneros' mistress sent off to prison 
The Associated Press 
LUBBOCK, Texas - The form- 
er mistress of ex-Housing Secre- 
tary Henry Cisneros was sen- 
tenced to 3 1/2 years in prison 
Wednesday for lying to au- 
thorities about alleged hush 
money he paid her and conceal- 
ing evidence. 
In January, Linda Jones 
pleaded guilty to charges related 
to a 3-year-old investigation into 
whether Cisneros lied to the FBI 
about how much he paid her be- 
fore his Cabinet nomination. 
Ms. Jones, 48, agreed to the 
plea bargain just before her trial 
was to start. She pleaded guilty to 
conspiracy, bank fraud, money 
laundering and obstruction of 
justice. If she had been convicted 
on all 28 counts, she could have 
been sentenced to eight years in 
prison. 
In her first public statements 
about the investigation, Ms. 
Jones lamented outside court 
that she was going to jail for 
what she described as a victim- 
less crime. 
"My definition of a criminal is 
someone who committed a crime 
against society or against an- 
other person," she said. "By no 
means do I think of myself as a 
criminal, that I ever have been or 
that I ever will be." 
Cisneros, who wasn't named in 
this case, admitted when he was 
being considered for Clinton's 
Cabinet that he had paid Ms. 
Jones after their affair ended in 
the late 1980s because he felt 
sorry for her after the affair be- 
came public. 
But he faces charges in Wash- 
ington that he concealed pre- 
cisely how much he paid Ms. 
Jones. His trial is set for Nov. 4. 
Prosecutors allege Cisneros 
paid Ms. Jones $185,000 over 
three years to silence her about 
their 2 -year affair, which ended 
in 1989 and ultimately wrecked 
his political career. Cisneros was 
then mayor of San Antonio and 
Ms. Jones was a political fund- 
raiser who went by her married 
name. Medlar. 
Ms. Jones, meanwhile, also is 
awaiting trial In Washington on 
charges of obstructing inde- 
pendent counsel David Barrett's 
investigation of Cisneros. 
Her plea agreement in the 
Lubbock case doesn't commit her 
to testify against Cisneros in that 
case. 
Under the plea bargain, Ms. 
Jones admitted misrepresenting 
phone recordings as originals, 
lying about whether she had 
opened a safety deposit box that 
held the tapes, and telling the 
FBI she hadn't talked to a Cis- 
neros associate when she had. 
Cisneros eventually reconciled 
with his wife, Mary Alice, left the 
Cabinet in 1996 and currently 
runs the Spanish-language tele- 
vision network Univision. Ms. 
Jones is divorced. 
Cisneros' Washington attorney, 
Brendan V. Sullivan Jr., declined 
to comment Wednesday. Barrett 
did not return a phone message. 
Ms. Jones' sister and brother- 
in-law, Patsy Jo and Allen Woo- 
ten, also pleaded guilty in Jan- 
uary, to one count of conspiracy 
each. They have yet to be sen- 
tenced. 
Charges against Ms. Jones and 
the Wootens stem from a deal in 
which the Wootens took out a 
mortgage in their names for a 
house actually intended for Ms. 
Jones. 
Prosecutors said they planned 
AMoctated Prcai photo 
Linda (ones, former mistress of ex-Housing Secretary Henry Cisneros, 
was sentenced to 3 1/2 years in prison Wednesday. 
to hide the real source of the 
down payment: $16,000 from 
Cisneros, which prosecutors say 
he sent while he was undergoing 
background checks for the HUD 
job. 
Cisneros told the FBI he never 
gave   Ms.   Jones   more   than 
$10,000 in any one year. 
After he stopped making pay- 
ments following his first year as 
HUD secretary, she filed a 
breach of contract lawsuit, even- 
tually settling for $49,000. 
Man executed for murdering store owner 
The Associated Press 
JARRATT, Va - A man who 
slashed and stabbed a store 
owner to death during a robbery 
was executed by injection 
Wednesday night, despite pleas 
for clemency by former first 
lady Rosalynn Carter. 
Ronald L. Watkins, 35, was 
killed at the Greensville Correc- 
tional Center for the 1988 murder 
of William McCauley. 
McCauley, 29, was slashed in 
three places and stabbed seven 
times in the upper back inside his 
store. 
At the time of the killing, Wat- 
kins was on parole for abducting 
an elderly woman at gunpoint. 
Investigators said Watkins had 
once worked for McCauley and 
knew where he kept the money in 
his store. 
Gov. Jim Gilmore rejected 
Watkins' clemency petition 
Wednesday afternoon. 
Mrs. Carter was among several 
people who asked Gilmore to 
commute Watkins' sentence to 
life in prison because Watkins 





In a letter dated March 13, she 
wrote: "Mr. Watkins has become 
an individual of great value with 
the capacity to make important 
contributions to the special soci- 
ety in which he lives. He has 
been a positive force in prison 
for both the administration and 
his fellow prisoners." 
Mrs. Carter has lobbied on be- 
half of other death-row inmates. 
Police Blotter 
Friday night a vehicle rolled out of a parking space at 
Woodland Mall and struck two other cars. 
A fight was broken up between two men In the 100 block of 
Main Street. One of the men claimed they were not fighting, 
they were Just trying to get back to a hotel because they were 
drunk. 
On South Enterprise Avenue a man was reportedly bang- 
ing on an apartment. He told officers that he was trying to get 
In his own apartment and that he could not wake his room- 
mate up. He said he would stay elsewhere. 
On Saturday a door worker at a bar thought a woman was 
using a fake I.D. to get in a bar. The door worker thought the 
bar was 21 and over and the woman thought it was 18 and 
over. The bar Is 18 and over and the I.D. was real, police de- 
termined. 
A woman reported that something was on fire near Frazee 
Avenue. She said it looked like a couch or a chair. The fire 
department took care of the blaze. 
A woman on North Enterprise Avenue was warned for driv- 
ing home with one headlight and a loud exhaust. 
A man was told that he has a nest of baby squirrels in the 
engine of his van. He said he would leave them there until an 
officer comes back and picks them up. 
A man called the police and told him that he was with a 
woman and she would not let him leave. He said they had a 
verbal disagreement. He was transported to a gas station on 
Wooster Street because he said he had a ride coming. 
A couple were arrested at Woodland Mall for shoplifting. 
Among the Items stolen were three pairs of boxer shorts. 
When police were searching the couple's car they found 
other suspicious Items including a Chicago Bulls shirt and a 
Winnie the Pooh T-shirt, which the couple admitted to steal- 
ing from a discount store. They also found a "straight 












■J Top wages 
V Flexible Hours 
yj Paid Vacations 
\f Health/Dental Insurance 
V Employee 
V Stock Option Plan 
are just a tew of the great 
benefits waiting for you! 
Apply in person 
Mon. - Frl. 2-4 
401 W. Dussel Road 
Maumee, OH 43537 
(Juat a tew minute* from BOI 
Ton. 1-47SW to OuHM-tum right.) 
[Freddy s [Frieda [Falcon 
RLNVMDLR 
[Riot)TS    - Apply Today! 
Applications can be 
picked up in Room 405 
Student Services. 
■A ' « 
Deadline: 4:30 pm Friday March 27 
ff, In ITU book, SamB's, 
my favorite BG restaurant. 
deserves star billing. 
It's the best place to eat 
between Toledo & Colum 
Thr h>lr<t.> to*,lr Kr.W«'.m< < 
lbus. 
U(> North Main   Bowling Green 
\ 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
(Too many to list) 
Large assortment of 
Houses, Duplexes, 
and Apartments 
Stop into 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete 




John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster 
(across from Taco Bell) 




1616 E Wooster #1 
Open lunch, dinner, and late night 




Delivery $ 3 99 LIMIT 10 TWO WEEKS 
One medium thin crust 
pizza with pepperoni 
Hand tossed and desp dish crusts $1 00 extra 
Not valid with tree breadsticks cards 
Not valid with other otters 
Expires 4-5-98 
Newlove Reality Rentals 
*7()95lh:2bdrm/2balh 
*50l-5035lh: 2 bdrm 
* 309 High: 2 bdrm free heal, 
waler. sewer 
•702 4th: 2 bdrm 
upscale w/2 car 
garage 
* 507 E. Merry: 2 bdrm 
across from Campus 
* 524 6th: 2 bdrm, free heal, 
water, sewer 
•543 6 th: 2bdrm/2bath 
VISIT OUR OFFICE FOR A 
COMPLETE LISTING FOR 
UNDERGRADUATE. GRADUATE 
AND PROFESSIONAL HOUS- 
ING! OR VISIT OUR NEW 
WEBSITE 
hl1pyAvww.N*vlovCTeoltu.com 
325 South Main Street 
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Boy suspended for wearing Pepsi tee 
The Associated Press 
EVANS, Ga. - If your high 
school guidance counselor was 
right and there is such a thing as 
"your permanent record," this is 
going on Mike Cameron's: In 
1998, he was suspended for wear- 
ing a Pepsi T-shirt on Coke Day. 
School officials say the shirt 
was an Insult to visiting Coca- 
Cola executives and ruined a 
school picture In which students 
spelled out "Coke." 
Cameron says it was just a 
Joke. 
"In my eyes, I didnt do any- 
thing wrong," the 19-year-old 
senior said Wednesday while 
serving his one-day suspension. 
"I know it sounds bad - 'Child 
suspended for wearing Pepsi 
shirt on Coke Day,'" said Gloria 
Hamilton, principal of Green- 
brier High School In Evans, about 
130 miles east of Atlanta, the 
world headquarters of Coca-Cola. 
"It really would have been ac- 
ceptable If it had just been In- 
house, but we had the regional 
president here and people flew in 
from Atlanta to do us the honor 
of being resource speakers. 
These students knew we had 
guests." 
Friday's Coke in Education 
Day was part of Greenbrier's 
effort to win a $500 local contest 
run by the Coca-Cola Bottling Co. 
of Augusta and a national contest 
with a $10,000 prize. 
Cameron wore a blue-and- 
wnite-st riped T-shirt with a small 
Pepsi logo underneath another 
shirt. He waited until just before 
the picture was taken to remove 
his outer shirt, Mrs. Hamilton 
said. 
"It's not a Coke-Pepsi war is- 
sue," she said. "It has nothing to 
do with that. It was a student de- 
liberately being disruptive and 
rude." 
The Coke executives did not 




even see Cameron's T-shirt and 
were not offended by the prank, 
said company spokeswoman 
Diana Garza. 
"The kid did what a kid does," 
Ms. Garza said. "We have people 
coming into the World of Coca- 
Cola here in Atlanta wearing Pe- 
psi shirts." 
Pepsi spokesman Brad Shaw 
said, "Without knowing all the 
details, It sounds like Mike's ob- 
viously a trendsetter with im- 
peccable taste in clothes. We're 
going to make sure he's got 
plenty of Pepsi shirts to wear in 
the future once we track him 
down." 
After getting caught, Cameron 
was sent to the principal's office, 
where he said Mrs. Hamilton 
"talked about how important that 
day was to the school and that I 
might have cost the school 10 
grand." 
The Coke contest offers $500 to 
the Columbia County school that 
comes up with the most creative 
method of distributing promo- 
tional discount cards to students. 
In addition to the school pic- 
ture, Greenbrier officials invited 
a Coke marketing executive to 
address economics students, had 
Two blocfct south of Woostw iwsl pan Wxl A". Bo-- 
AiHcUei Fran phat* 
Michael Cameron, a senior at Greenbriar High School in Evans, Ga., 
was suspended for wearing a Pepsi T-shirt on Coke day. 
chemistry students analyze the 
sugar content of Coke and used a 
Coca-Cola cake recipe in home e- 
conomics. 
"In the past, when kids have 
decided to ruin a school picture - 
occasionally we have some who 
decide that's the time to do an 
obscene gesture ~ they've been 
given six days of suspension," 
the principal said. "So it's not a 
new situation." 
Hazel Lanier, who was picking 
up her granddaughter at school 
Wednesday, said she thought the 
punishment was too severe. 
"We do teach independence in 
this country, dont we?" she 
asked. "The last thing we need is 
to teach conformity." 
Environmentalists want caviar protected 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK - Champagne 
wishes and caviar nightmares? 
In news that could keep Robin 
Leach awake nights, the govern- 
ment and environmentalists said 
Wednesday that the world's sup- 
ply of caviar was threatened by 
poachers who were purging the 
sturgeon from Russia's Caspian 
Sea and other breeding grounds. 
"If we don't save the sturgeon 
now, there won't be any caviar 
for future generations to enjoy," 
warned Rappaport Clark, direc- 
tor of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service. 
The service touted a new in- 
ternational rule designed to 
protect the fish, and even un- 
veiled a catchy slogan for its 
save the roe campaign: "It's deli- 
cious. It's delectable. It's dis- 
appearing." 
But as environmentalists point 
out, this is not about denying the 
yet-unborn children of the rich 
and famous their birthright of 
the $50 per ounce seafood de- 
light. This is about protecting a 
creature that dates back 250 mil- 
lion years and has seen its Cas- 
pian Sea population drop 70 per- 
cent - from 142 million adults in 
1978 to 43.5 million in 1994. 
Environmentalists blame in- 
discriminate poachers who often 
snatch young sturgeon that are 
non-caviar producing. Sturgeon, 
which live up to 150 years, can 
reach sexual maturity as late as 
age 25. 
Experts estimate half of the 
trade in Caspian Sea caviar  - 
considered the best '" the 
world - Is illegally obtained. 
Often, this premium caviar is 
then mixed with inferior quality 
roe to create a lesser product at 
an inflated price. 
A rule agreed to by the 142-na- 
tion Convention on International 
Trade in Endangered Species 
goes into effect April 1 to crack 
down on sturgeon abuses. 
The international rule requires 
all caviar imported to or expor- 
ted from the United States to 
have valid CITES export permits 
- a seal of approval showing it's 
not the product of caviar boot- 
leggers. Batches of caviar also 
will be DNA tested by the wild- 
life service to check for the point 
of origin. 
Americans account for about 
30 percent of the world caviar 
market, which Is why the World 
Wildlife Fund urged consumers 
to demand the CITES permits on 
caviar they buy. 
"Sl.op smartly, and stay away 
from black market caviar," said 
Andrea Gaski of the fund. 
Elderly woman   charged with beating 
The Associated Press 
FRANKLIN, Va. - An 88-year- 
old widow has been charged with 
beating to death a 50-year-old 
man who lived with her. 
Virginia B. Davis was arraig- 
ned on murder charges Tuesday 
and released on $20,000 bail. She 
was accused of killing John E. 
Wimbrow by beating him in the 
head and chest with her fists or a 
blunt object in March 1997. 
"I'm shocked," the 100-pound 
great-grandmother sf '.d. 
Her lawyer, Richard G. Bryd- 
ges, said he was shocked, too. 
And skeptical. 
"She couldn't open a car door 
without help," Brydges said. 
"She's just a typical little blue- 
haired lady." 
Police gave no motive for the 
slaying. 
Ms. Davis was indicted after a 
yearlong investigation. 
Brydges said that their re- 
lationship apparently began as a 
romance but that eventually Ms. 
Davis became Wimbrow's care- 
taker. 
"He was an alcoholic, as I un- 
derstand it, and a very serious 
one," Brydges said. "He didn't 
work much." 
After being fingerprinted at 
police headquarters - "I've 
never sat with an 88-year-old 
lady being fingerprinted before," 
Brydges said - Ms. Davis kept 
asking the magistrate to repeat 
himself. 
"She told him, 'I think my bat- 
teries are down in my hearing 
aid,"' Brydges said. 
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March 2?h, 28th & 29th 
Woodland Mall 
/former Hi's Store) 
ftatunng disccun'td 
14kt. Michael Anthony I Quality Gold, Custom & Collectable Afghans, 
the newly popular Stadium Seat, Sportswear, the latest Spring Yard <4 
Garden Accents, Custom Framed Artwork, Lamps, Gift A Decorating 
Items. Come in and see if YOU qualify for a FREE Pride Scooter or 
UQUBS Jazzy Power Chair. ADMISSION 
Fri - Noon » 9 pm Adults $2 50 
Sat - 10 am to 8 pm Children 12 Sunder 





CHrrSE & ONE TOPPING 
^orco* 
I   2ND PIZZA Sft.QO  | 
• Arid! topping! Si .20each • 
• limited limenlfe' • Nn n-upon necWMO ■ 
• R(. MorrONlY • 
Pizza 
353-0044 




fRI & SAT ll-J  lOaitl 
$10 95 
2 Medium Pizza 
Chee*e & One Topntnn 
Additional lo^mm 
$i no Nth 
ln'iitnl hmt? 
f«f luH?*o*Krr f>Hr" 
$895 
2 10" Pizza 
Cheese A One Topping I 
AnViilion.il toppmm 
an ttch 
[»( lurlr* othft nfltn 
.■.■.■.».' yjr 
is 
248 South Main St. 
352-8578 
Our Biggest Sale 
of the Year!! 
All late models reduced 
Inventory Reduction ^ 
SALE 
FALL 1998 LEASING AVAILABLE! 
Newly Constructed for Fall 1998 
3 Bedroom, Furnished, A/C, & 
Fireplaces 
808 Frazee Ave. 
352-0717 
224E.Wooster telttlt«i&gr  Monday - Friday 
Bowling Green N»| HMV      9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
OHIO pF3^                Saturday 
43402 GREENBRIAR, INC.   9 a.m. -1 p.m. 
HURRY FOR A NEW APARTMENT IN THE FALL1 
even's Te/l% 





Summer & Fall '98 
• 1 & 2 Bedrooms 
• Furnished and Unfurnished' 
• 3 Great Locations 
• Gas Heat & Gas Cooking 
• Swimming Pools 
• Campus Shuttle 
1400 Napoleon Road 352-9135, 
Mon.-Fri. 9-5 Sat. 10-2 
Solutions w x 
for reducing high-risk alcohol use 
in the college community 
March 30, 1998 
2:00 - 4:00 p.m. 
113 Olscamp 
Featuring a panel of 
National Experts! 
For more information, call: 
Kimberly Saving (372-2465), 
or Chris Hageman (372-8302) ^ 
Z& 
Live Teleconference       I 
Bowling Green State University 
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Decision to come Monday for Clark 
a NIU's athletic direc- 
tor says she will name 
her new coach after the 
weekend. 
By JASON McMAHON 
The BG News  
Bowling Green women's bas- 
ketball coach Jaci Clark wUl 
know by Monday if she is the 
next coach at Northern Illinois. 
Clark is one of two finalists for 
the position, along with longtime 
Wisconsin-Green Bay coach 
Carol Hammerle. Both candi- 
dates have gone through Inter- 
views on the De Kalb, 111. cam- 
pus. 
NIU athletic director Cary 
Groth said Thursday that a de- 
cision will likely be made Mon- 
day. 
"I'm collecting all the evalua- 
tions from the oodles of people 
that have met with these two 
candidates," Groth said. "Then 
on Friday, I'll have some discus- 
sions with my bosses, and then 
think about it for the weekend. 
I'd really like to think about it 
myself and then make a phone 
call on Monday." 
She added that the tentative 
timetable is to offer the job to 
one of the candidates Monday. 
Groth would like to make an an- 
nouncement  Tuesday,   followed 
Women's,  , ., 
Basketball 
by a Wednesday press confer- 
ence. 
Both Clark, who was unavaila- 
ble for comment Wednesday, and 
Hammerle will be attending a 
coaches' convention at the wom- 
en's Final Four this weekend in 
Kansas City, and won't be return- 
ing until Monday. Groth said she 
plans the announcement for 
Tuesday because she wants to 
give her candidate a day to think 
about the offer. 
"They took in a lot here," Groth 
said. "They need to just think 
about It. ... They need some time 
Clark Crolh 
to detox a little bit, to find out if 
they really like us or if they think 
we're unbearable." 
Clark was in De Kalb in the 
middle of last week, while Ham- 
merle left campus Tuesday. Each 
candidate met with the NIU ad- 
ministration,  the   Huskie  team 
and the local media. 
Groth said both candidates left 
good impressions, and her de- 
cision will not be an easy one to 
make. 
"I was very impressed with 
both candidates, and I think 
either one of them would do an 
extremely good Job at Northern," 
she said. "What it's going to come 
down to is the feedback that I 
receive from our staff and the 
various groups. I'm going to have 
to weigh that with some of the 
priorities of the department. 
"It will be really hard for me to 
tell one that they're not the 
coach." 
Groth added that in addition to 
on-court success, she is looking 
for a coach that is personable and 
will mesh will with the communi- 
ty. 
"We're trying to raise ten mil- 
lion dollars for an arena and I 
need to be able to take her with 
our men's basketball coach out to . 
lunches, to meet with people and 
shake hands and things," Groth 
said. 
Clark spoke out about NIU's 
arena when she spoke with local 
media March 18. 
One of the biggest attractions 
of the NIU job for Clark is thai it 
will bring her closer to her home- 
town of Milwaukee. De Kalb is an 
hour and a half from Milwaukee, 





The phone rang at 11:30 on 
Monday morning. 
Normally I would have just 
let the machine get it (I was 
still sleeping), but this call was 
special - It was of f-campus. I 
sprang from my bed, raced to 
the other side of my closet with 
a window that I call home, and 
answered. 
It was my friend John in Bos- 
ton. 
Johnny and I had grown up 
together and had attended 
countless sporting events in 
each other's company. We 
painted our shoes orange in 
1987, and donned paper bags in 
1990. We have watched John 
El way break our hearts three 
times, Michael Jordan twice 
and Edgar Renteria once. 
No sooner had I put the 
phone to my ear when, in a 
stentorian voice, he imme- 
diately broke into a thunderous 
chorus of, "Here We Go Brow- 
nies, Here We Go!" 
To which I replied with a re- 
sounding, "Woof, Woof!" 
The phrase was music to my 
ears. 
It seemed so long since the 
last time that I said those 
words; that I had some reason 
for saying them. A lot has 
changed since Art Modell 
moved the Browns to Balti- 
more and suspended one of the 
most storied love affairs in 
NFL history. In the last Super 
Bowl, John and I found our- 
selves rooting for that Evil 
Man with the No. 7 plastered 
onto his jersey. 
I was 8 years old when I went 
to my first Browns game. It 
was a chilly Sunday in 1986. As 
trivial as some people think 
football is, it has helped to 
form and shape lives - mine 
for one. 
My first record as a kid was 
the 12 Days of Christmas, re- 
mastered with a Browns 
theme; the record always skip- 
ped on day No. 2. 
• See LUCIANO, page nine. 
Powers' job in question 
□ AD Zwierlein is non- 
committal about a re- 
port that the BG hockey 
coach is on his way out. 
By WILLIAM SANDERSON 
The BG News  
Falcon hockey coach Buddy 
Powers may have coached his 
final game for Bowling Green. 
Wednesday's  Sentinel-Tribune 
reported that Powers may not be 
re-signed after his contract ex- 
pired at the end of this season. 
The report quoted athletic di- 
rector Ron Zwierlein saying that 
he cant comment on whether or 
not Powers would be rehlred. 
Zwierlein said the University 
Is "in the process" of deciding 
and that he can not comment un- 
til all parties have come to an 
agreement. He Indicated that his 
f^     Hockey 
non-comment should not be in- 
terpreted as indicating Powers 
will not be re-signed. 
Powers declined comment on 
the matter. 
"I don't know what to say," he 
said. "I have no real comment." 
A number of BG players also 
declined to comment on the situ- 
ation. 
Zwierlein   and    University 
President   Sidney  Ribeau   have 
not set any time frame for the 
decision to be made. 
This comes after a season in 
which BG had its worst record in 
school history at 8-27-3. The pre- 
vious worst season came in 1992 
under Jerry York, when they 
were 8-21-S. 
• See POWERS, page ten. 
BG hopes debut marks winds of change 
By JASON McMAHON 
The BG News 
The more things change, the 
more they stay the same. 
As the Bowling Green women's 
track team begins its outdoor 
season, a whole slew of unpre- 
dictable factors weigh upon the 
squad. Injuries, unknown oppo- 
nents, and of course, the weather. 
Mother Nature made the track 
at Wake Forest - the site of BG's 
meet last weekend - a mere oval 
puddle, and the vaunted BG wind 
haunts the Falcons every day at 
practice. 
But there are a few things 
which will carry over from the 
indoor season. Junior Huina Han 
will continue to dominate. The 
Falcon distance crew will be 
deep. And coach Steve Price will 
still want to win the Mid- 
American Conference. 
"As always, we're trying to win 
the MAC Championships," Price 
said. "Since I've been coaching, 
we've been second and third ... 
and fourth, and fifth, and sixth. 
I'm getting tired of it. I'd sure 
like to win it." 
Price feels that this year's Fal- 
con squad may be one of the best 
teams he's had in his nine-year 
tenure. However, several key 
competitors have been battling 
injuries. 
Junior distance runner Jessica 
LaFene, who posted BG's best 
time in the 1,500, 3,000 and 5,000 
meters in 1997, is coming off a 
stress fracture in her leg that 
forced her to redshirt the indoor 
season. 
Becky Bamett, a standout hep- 
tathlete, will be redshirting the 
outdoor season. Freshman dis- 
tance runner Christine Thomp- 
son may have some broken bones 
In her foot after stepping in a 
pothole. 
But the cupboard is far from 
dry. The Falcons will rely heavily 
on the leaping ability of Han, who 
finished fourth at the NCAA In- 
door Championships in the triple 
jump. That performance earned 
her a spot In last week's Sports Il- 
lustrated'* Faces in the Crowd. 
E Women's Track 
Price Han Inman Lyne 
When fully healthy, LaFene 
will complement a strong dis- 
tance crew headlined by juniors 
Wendy Licht-Ordway and Laura 
Deneau and senior Missy Lyne. 
Both Lyne and Deneau turned in 
outstanding performances at 
Wake Forest, while Licht- 
Ordway was predisposed with 
Army Reserve duty. 
High jumper Jodi Rafferty, 
who joined Han in competing at 
the national championships in 
mid-March, is one of the best at 
her event in the MAC. 
Price said he thinks Han and 
Rafferty have excellent shots at 
qualifying for the NCAA Outdoor 
Championships - Han is already 
provisionally qualified, as is 
Emily Cokinos in the javelin - 
and he has hopes to get as many 
as four athletes Into the national 
championships. 
Two wild cards for the team 
could be pole vaulter Shannon 
Baird and high jumper Stephanie 
Heldt. Baird Is competing in an 
event brand new to the MAC, 
while Price says Heldt - who 
maxed out at 5 feet, 8.75 inches 
indoors - is always on the verge 
of busting a big leap. 
"On any day, she could jump 
5-10 or 5-11," Price said. "You 
never know what to expect from 
her. She could really do some- 
thing." 
Price said the Falcons are 
happy to be outside now, weather 
permitting. 
"Yeah, it's nice. Except for the 
damn wind in Bowling Green; 
that's not nice," he chuckled. 
"(But) if the weather's nice, I'd 
rather be outside." 
BG rakes in wins at Wake 
The Falcons spent the weekend 
at the Wake Forest Invitational, 
competing with some 40 teams 
primarily made up of smaller 
schools from Division II and III 
and NAIA member schools. 
BG came away with a wildly 
successful outdoor debut, claim- 
ing seven individual victories. 
The meet was non-scored, but 
according to Price's calculations, 
• See TRACK, page ten; 
Falcons ready for MAC after Louisville loss 
□ Louisville hammers 
the Falcons as BG ends 
non-conference season. 
By WILLIAM SANDERSON 
The BG News  
After what the Falcon tennis 
team has been through this 
season, it can only get easier. 
Tuesday afternoon, they com- 
pleted their non-conference 
schedule with a 7-0 loss to Louis- 
ville. 
The only Falcon victory came 
in second doubles where David 
Anderton and Brandon Gabel 
beat Turtxo Kujundzk and Jeff 
McRae 8-5. However, BG would 
lose the other two doubles 
matches. 
The Falcons lost all six of their 
singles matches. 
"We really didnt play all that 
badly," BG coach Jay Harris 
said. "The matches were closer 
than the scores indicate. The big 
difference is that they expected 
to win a little more." 
Louisville, who is ranked 45th 
in   the   nation,   is   the   highest 
E Men's Tennis 
ranked team BG has played this 
year. Their top singles player, 
Michael Mather, is ranked 31st in 
the nation and their doubles team 
of Mather and Chris Steel is 
ranked 47th. 
Curiously enough the best Fal- 
con performance was against 
Mather. Junior Radu Bartan lost 
6-3,6-3. 
"Radu probably had the best 
mental output," Harris said. "He 
put everything, mentally and 
physically, into his match. 
(Mather) was Just tougher." 
No Falcon player would be able 
to make a set any closer than 6-3. 
Milan Ptak lost In 2nd singles 
to Kujundzk 6-2, 6-3. Matt WUes 
dropped third singles 6-2, 6-1 to 
Robby Robertson. Ryan Gabel 
lost to Steel 6-3.6-2. 
Anderton lost his fifth singles 
match 6-0,6-1 and Brandon Gabel 
lost 6-1,6-1. 
The Falcon record Is now at 3-9 
thanks to their tough schedule. 
Despite   the  record,  Harris  is 
happy   with   the   attitude   the 
players have shown. 
"I've been associated with 
some losing teams that starts to 
feel sorry for Itself. These guys 
aren't doing that at all,"Harris 
said. 'We're going to take these 
matches and learn from them." 
MAC season starts Friday 
BG probably thought it would 
never get here. This weekend the 
Falcons    start    their    Mld- 
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J-J Apartment living 
NOT 
what you expected? 
•Summer 1998 and Fall 1998 Leasing! 
•Summer leases starting at 6 weeks 
•utilities included 
'•space available immediately 
•no rent payments during school breaks 
|'semester leases 
•close to campus 
|*on-site laundry facility 
Call Newman Housing 
details on hassle-free living! 
354-2191 ( rr i i i i i 
r*Mt Company has enjoyed a sates increase of 
nearly 400'* over the put 20 months and H 
positioned well for continued growth In sates 
and In Its product and services portfolio. We are 
• test-paced, high-energy business offering an 
array of graphic am and creaflve services. Our 
core business Is high speed copying, offset 
printing, and graphk design. We are aggressively 
meeting the digital reproduction and document 
handling needs of our varied customers. 
'5?Fast 
Company' 
Retail Sarvlcaa Manaaar. SHI directed individual with extens.re hands-on 
Interactive experience woflUng with customers, managing start, maintaining Inventory, and 
coordinating day to-day retail business operations desired to 111 tull.ttme position. Ideal 
candidates will be experienced working In a copying, printing and/or graphic design 
environment 
Cuatoenat- Sarvtca Staff. Seeking several Individuals to work pan-time Knowledge 
ol high-speed copying, printing and/or graphic design helpful, experience assHnng customers 
handling cash transactions, and luggllng several tasks at one time Is a must. 
Production Staff. Selected Individual wM have hands-on experience operating high 
speed copy and finishing equipment. Additional experience working with customers and 
doing layout and paste-up Is desirable. Full and part-time employment wM be considered 
lor this mostly second shift position. 
To be considered tor these positions: submit a letter stating interest along with a resume „ 
rast Company. 525 Huge Street. BowUng Green. OH 4M02 No phone cans please ftx*xn 
will remain open until Ideal candidates have been Identified. Fast Company Is an equal 
cxiportunlty employe v \ 
ymtm. M 
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Falcons reaching for golden ring 
a BG hopes to use a 
shutout of Toledo as a 
stepping stone to a MAC 
title. 
By DIANA EDELMAN 
The BG News  
The Bowling Green women's 
tennis team, predicted to finish 
third in the Mid-American Con- 
ference in preseason polls, is set- 
ting its sights on first place. The 
Falcons may be on their way 
after a crushing 9-0 victory over 
archrival Toledo Tuesday. 
After finishing in fourth place 
last season (10-9, 3-3), BG coach 
Penny Dean, in her eighth year 
coaching the team, will not be 
"satisfied with anything but first 
place in the MAC." 
"We are just really focused on 
the MAC season," Dean said. "We 
had a meeting and everyone 
agreed to work at 110 percent 
these five weeks. We have been 
working hard all year, but every- 
one is going to give a little bit 
more." 
Prior to the Toledo match, 
which marked the women's ten- 
nis MAC opener, the team went 
7-4 in non-conference play. 
"This is our strongest team 
that I have seen so far," said 
Jenny Cheung, a co-captain and 
the lone senior on the team. 
The team is relatively young 
with nine underclassmen, six of 
them new to the team, and three 
upper-classmen. One of the two 
juniors, co-captain Tiffany La- 
Susa, will be redshirting for the 
season. 
"We are very determined to do 
well during the MAC season and 
try to win all of our matches," 
Women's Tennis 
Toledo   0 
Bowling Green    9 
Dean Cheung 
Dean said. 
While first place in the MAC 
may be attainable, the women 
will have to beat some challeng- 
ing teams, including last year's 
MAC champ, Western Michigan. 
BG will face the Broncos in their 
last conference match of the 
season April 18. 
"They have all of their players 
returning except for one and 
their lineup is very strong all the 
way through," Dean said. "Their 
doubles are excellent." 
According to Dean, Miami may 
also pose a threat to BG with a 
•'very strong number-one 
player." 
The Falcons will face the Red- 
Hawks April 5. BG's match Fri- 
day might not be a major road- 
block. The Falcons will face Ak- 
ron at 1 p.m. at home. 
"They don't have that many 
players on their team," Cheung 
said. "We definitely should win." 
Akron marks the second of 
eight matches in the MAC 
season. 
Championship expected for Vols 
The Associated Press 
KANSAS CITY. Mo. -- Is Pat 
Summitt coaching the greatest 
women's basketball team ever? 
She'll have an opinion after the 
Final Four. 
"I think it's certainly one of our 
best ever," said the coach of 
Tennessee, which is 37-0 and 
already has set a women's record 
for victories in a season. "There 
are a lot of coaches who have had 
great teams." 
In Ail-American Chamique 
Holdsclaw, the Lady Volunteers 
have what many view as the 
finest player in the country. The 
closest Tennessee has come to 
losing so far in the tournament 
was a 76-70 comeback victory 
over North Carolina in the Mid- 
east Regional final. The closest 
anybody got to them during the 
regular season was Alabama, 
which lost 67-63 on March 1. 
On Friday night in the national 
semifinals, the Lady Vols will 
face an Arkansas team (22-10) 
they met in January and beat by 
30 points. 
They have size, speed and sa- 
vvy and appear dripping with 
confidence. In their first three 
tournament games they won by 
an average of 32 points. 
It's no wonder some people are 
starting to wonder if this is the 
greatest women's team ever. 
"We never will know," Sum- 
mitt said Wednesday during a 
conference call. "We'll have 
opinions. We'll voice them. I 
probably won't voice mine until 
come Monday." 
By then, Summitt could have 
her record third straight NCAA 
championship and the seventh in 
a coaching career that has seen 
Aitoclaird Prut photo 
All-American Chamique Holdsclaw (23) and freshman sensation 
Semeka Randall are two huge reasons why the 37-0 Tennessee Vol- 
unteers may be the best team in women's college basketball history. 
her build one of the most domi- 
nant programs in college sports. 
If it gets past Arkansas on Fri- 
day, Tennessee is certain to be 
heavily favored in Sunday night's 
title game against Louisiana 
Tech (30-3) or North Carolina 
State (26-5). 
The Lady Vols beat Louisiana 
Tech by 14 points last November 
on the night a crowd of 16,490 
watched them hoist the 1997 
NCAA championship banner. 
"Playing at Tennessee has 
great tradition as well as recog- 
nition," Summitt said. "I think 
they thrive on that. But they also 
know this is a team that has to 
prove themselves." 
Even the North Carolina game, 
in  which  they   rallied   from  a 
12-point deficit in the final 7 
minutes, could work in Tennes- 
see's favor. 
"I don't see that game as a 
wakeup call," Summitt said. "I 
see that game as a confidence- 
builder. They understood what 
they had to do to win that game. 
You    watch   the    last   seven 
minutes, it was an incredible run. 
I think it made them realize it's 
important not to panic." 
Some Tennessee fans worry 
that this team could become 
complacent. After all, when there 
are declarations of being the 
greatest ever, why work hard? 
"With this team, I've never had 
to worry about being complacent, 
or not being motivated," Summitt 
said. "I think clearly this team 
has stepped up and competed 
every game. That's just their 
personality. 
"We certainly saw that when 
they had their backs to the wall 
(against North Carolina). They'- 
ve read their press clippings all 
year. But they came here be- 
cause they wanted to win cham- 
pionships." 
While Tennessee and Louisiana 
Tech are familiar faces in the 
women's Final Four, it's the first 
trip for Arkansas and North Car- 
olina State. Wolfpack coach Kay 
Yow, a pioneer among women's 
coaches, won a ticket to Kansas 
City with her 552nd career win. 
"And we're going to enjoy 
every minute of it," said North 
Carolina State associate athletic 
director Nora Lynn Finch, who 
chaired the women's selection 
committee when the NCAA be- 
gan sponsoring women's cham- 
pionships in 1982. "You're going 
to see our school colors all over 
Kansas City." 
Arkansas, which hasn't forgot- 
ten that 30-point loss in January, 
is taking the same stance. 
"We're fixing to party and we'- 
re going to have a good party," 
coach Gary Blair said. 
^^P- The word's out on BG's 
l^Ky*preferred Internet service. 
-a %-j And lots of folks 
are racing to join. 
So ... what are YOU waiting for? 
DACOR DACOR Computer Systems BG's preferred Internet provider 
519 W. Wooster St., Bowling Green 
352.3568 sales@dacor.com www.dacor.net 
HAPPY 2IST BIRTHDAY 
MATT WILES, 
THE GREATEST THING THAT 
HAPPENED TO ALL WOMEN 
LOVE. ADRIENNE. MARISA. 
STACIE. AND KATE 
i« announcing 
u Parent*' Si^hc Award Rccipicnit^^^   A 
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Kriaty Schuster 
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T Angelina   Mulligan 
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Lauren Fiak 




Outstanding   Alumni 
Marilyn Braati 
A ■pectal thanlta for Lauren Fiak for all of 1 
effort* in planning Parenta' Weekend-it was 1 
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FALL 1998 LISTS 
NOW AUAILABLE! 
3 Person Rate 
Available 
Now! 
(Limited number available) 
• Frazee Ave. Apts. 
• East Merry Ave. 
• Field Manor Apts. 




Monday ■ Friday 
9a.m. - 5pm. 
Saturday 
9a.m. - 1p.m. 
Greenbriar, Inc. 
352-0717 
224 E Woosier 
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• Natural Hydr.Ilon 
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• NAM* Approved 
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• Ovar 900 Laeallana 
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Look lor lh« llttlt WtttrmllU al our town. 
Sports Briefs 
Falcons complete Cincinnati road trip 
CINCINNATI - The baseball team went 1-2 during its mid- 
week interstate road trip losing a pair to Xavier and routing Cin- 
cinnati. BG drops to (9-4) entering conference play on Saturday. 
The Falcons lost 2-0 and 8-7 in 12 innings to the Muskeeters on 
Wednesday. In the first game of the doubleheader the Falcons 
managed only four hits. Rick Blanc (2-2) took the loss for BG. 
In Wednesday's second game Xavier scored the winning run in 
the bottom of the twelth inning. Tony Fontana (0-1) picked up the 
tough loss for the Falcons. 
BG bounced back the next day blowing up the Bearcats in a 
18-5 victory. 10 different Falcons had hits in the victory. Andy 
Butler (3-0) got the win for the Falcons. 
Patriots decline to match offer sheet for Martin 
ORLANDO, Fla. - The New England Patriots are allowing star 
running back Curtis Martin go to the New York Jets as a free 
agent. 
By doing so, the Patriots put themselves in position to reap a 
bonanza in next month's NFL draft. 
The Patriots announced today they will not match the $36 mil- 
lion, six-year offer the Jets made to Martin, taking in exchange 
the Jets' first and third picks in next month's draft. That gave 
New England six of the first 80 picks - they also have the Jets' 
second-round pick as the result of the agreement that let coach 
Bill Parcells go from New England to New York.      
LUCIANO 
Continued from page eight. 
"Don Cockroft kicking, Don 
Cockroft kicking, Don Cockroft 
kicking..." 
Walking down a tunnel on my 
way to a seat in section 13 in that 
dark, dreary and drab hole next 
to Lake Erie that Browns fans 
called home for a little more than 
eight Sundays a year, I got my 
first real smell of a live football 
game. 
It smelled like a college party 
... beer and cigarettes. 
Now, this was the first time 
that I had ever seen anyone 
smoking and drinking in my life. 
I was really intimidated. It 
seemed there were no other kids 
there. Funny-smelling strangers 
were all over. They dressed 
weird, and acted in ways mom 
and dad never did at home. 
I took my seat and waited. 
Suddenly, as if from nowhere, 
the stadium was packed with 
over 78,000 fans. All I remember 
was that a song started to play 
over the loudspeakers, and just 
like that, I couldn't hear myself 
think. 
I remember the way that the 
orange helmets gleamed in the 
still glow of the sun. I remember 
how I tried to fit in; screaming 
when others did, not knowing ex- 
actly why. I remember how much 
I wanted to be able to remember. 
I don't recall much about the 
game itself. 
We won. 
Football for some is an excuse 
to get drunk on Sundays. For oth- 
ers it is an excuse to call off work 
on Mondays. But, for one 8-year- 
old, football was a calling, a voca- 
tion. 
I grew older, if not up, and can 
still easily recall the memories, 
forever etched into my brain. 
And with those memories of good 
times at football games are good 
memories of growing up and liv- 
ing life. 
I can't find the record any- 
more, and anyway, I'm sure my 
Fisher-Price record player has 
gone to the big toy music store in 
the sky. 
I'm sure the record still skips 
on day No. 2. 
The new expansion Browns will 
not play in a decaying stadium. 
Heck, the new one won't even fit 
78,000. 
But when the Browns once 
again run onto the field - on 
John's 21st birthday, Aug. 21, 
1999 - we probably won't be 
wearing orange shoes or paper 
bags, but smiles instead. 
Smiles, as the memories of be- 
ing 8 and seeing that first game 
resurface, when we again see the 
Browns play for the first time. 
This time, I hope there's one 
other 8-year-old kid in the crowd. 
PRIME RIB        SEAFOOD 
FK1oA v   ami   SAJUKDAY   -   5• 9 p i 
STEAK HOUSE 
163 Soulh Main Slreel   Bowling Green   352 2595 
The Fashion Merchandising Association 
at Bowling Green State University 
requests the honor of 
your presence at our 
1998 Spring Fashion Show 
A Flare for Fashion 
on Friday- March 27, 1998 
The Design Show at 7:00p.m. 
The Fashion Show at 8:00p.m. 
in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom, 
University Union Bowling Green State University 
XOME SUPPORT THE THIRD ANNUAL 
DANCE MARATHON 
SPAGHETTI DINNER. 
FRIDAY MARCH 27TH 
FROM 4:30 P.M. TO 7P.M. 
IN THE MACDONALD WEST 
COUNTRYSIDE CAFE! 
THE PRO FOR THE BUFFET DINNER IS J4 
ITS BURSARABLEI 
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Kosar candidate to buy Browns 
The Associated Press  
CLEVELAND - Fan favorite 
Bernie Kosar has begun assem- 
bling Investment backers for a 
bid to buy the Cleveland Browns 
expansion franchise. 
The NFL expects to decide this 
summer on the owner for the re- 
placement team promised to 
Cleveland by 1999. The former 
Browns moved in 199S to Balti- 
more and became the Ravens. 
The league will begin review- 
ing potential bidders for the 
franchise next week. 
Toymaker Thomas Murdough 
has joined Kosar, a former 
Browns' quarterback, on a deal to 
put together investors to buys 
the Browns, The Plain Dealer re- 
ported Wednesday. Murdough 
founded Little Tikes Co. in 1969, 
sold It to Rubbermaid Inc. in 1984 
and started his current company, 
Step 2 Co., in 1991. 
The group currently includes 
only Murdough and Kosar, "but 
there are a number of reputable 
northeast Ohio businessmen we'- 
ve been in touch with and will be 
in touch with," Murdough told 
the NFL in a letter. 
Kosar told the Akron Beacon 
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to make a serious bid. 
"I want to show them that I'm 
not just a quarterback who made 
a little money and now wants to 
be owner. I want to show the that 
I'm a serious, viable, potential 
owner that brings a lot to the 
table," he said. 
Kosar couldn't be reached for 
comment Wednesday. A message 
was left at his office in Miami. 
Murdough said Wednesday 
that the bid by Kosar, a Youngs- 
town-area native who now lives 
in Florida, and himself would be 
focused on the value of home- 
town ownership. 
"We really want to make this 
happen for the community of 
Cleveland," he aid. "We want to 
do it right. That means bringing a 
winner back to this community." 
Murdough said Kosar's popu- 
larity among fans would be a 
plus. "Any connection with Ber- 
nie is a positive. The important 
thing is, the times I have spent 
with Bernie talking about this, 
we're totally committed to the 
same thing," he said. 
The NFL requires the manag- 
ing partner of a team to have 30 
percent of the purchase price of 
a new franchise and limits the 
number of partners to 10. The 
Associated Pnii photo 
Storekeepers like Tom Culp (above), owner of Cleveland's Dawg 
Cawn, are all abuzz about the return of the Browns to Cleveland in 
1999. 
league hasn't set the price but is 
could cost $350 million or more. 
The price will be set after an 
owner Is selected. 
Other names that have been 
mentioned as potential Browns 
owners Include billionaire ban- 
ker Al Lemer and Cleveland In- 
dians owner Dick Jacobs. Mes- 
sages seeking comment were left 
for both Wednesday. 
Bart Wolstein, who owned the 
Cleveland Force of the Major In- 
door Soccer League In the 1980s, 
said he might also put together a 
bid, but only if Lerner was not in- 
terested in owning the team. 
"I'm putting together a brain 
trust to work with me, if we get 
the opportunity, to attract the 
best coach, the best general 





The Associated Press 
PITTSBURGH - Pittsburgh 
Steelers coach Bill Cowher, 
sporting a new beard, declined 
Wednesday to talk about the 
status of his contract, which has 
one season left on it. 
"I love the Pittsburgh 
Steelers," Cowher said. "I'm not 
going to discuss my contract." 
Cowher spoke in Orlando, Fla., 
where NFL owners, coaches and 
executives have gathered for 
their annual meeting. He and the 
Steelers are not close to finaliz- 
ing an extension of his contract, 
the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette re- 
ported in Wednesday's editions. 
The paper quoted unidentified 
sources at the NFL meeting as 
saying that Cowher feels he de- 
serves $2 million a year, which 
would place him among the 
NFL's highest-paid coaches. 
Cowher is believed to earn less 
than $1 million a year. His con- 
tract runs through the 1999 
season. Twice, the Steelers have 
extended the original four-year 
deal he signed in 1992. 
The paper said Cowher may 
hire an agent and reported that 
he would be an attractive candi- 
date for the coaching job for the 
new Cleveland team if the 
Steelers do not retain him. 
NFL commissioner Paul Tag- 
liabue, contacted in Orlando, said 
tampering isnt an issue because 
no franchise can talk to Cowher 
until his contract expires. 
"There is nothing to judge," 
Tagliabue said. "He is under con- 
tract to the Steelers. They could 
offer him the position of King of 
Siam and he'd still be under con- 
tract to the Steelers." 
Also, the Browns do not yet 
have a front office in place, only 
a player personnel man hired by 
the league, and they are months 
away from making any substan- 
tive hires. 
Cowher was both a coach and 
player in Cleveland before the 
Browns moved to Baltimore, and 
he called Cleveland "a great 
city." 
Continued from page eight. 
the Falcons would have tallied 
110 points. 
"Had it been a scoring meet, 
we would have won," he said. "It 
was a good experience in that re- 
spect." 
The Falcons received double 
wins from both Han and senior 
hurdler Kristin Inman. Han sur- 
prised no one by winning the tri- 
ple jump and long jump, while 
Inman claimed both the 
100-meter and 400-meter hur- 
dles. 
Lisa Keegan took the shot put, 
and Cokinos tossed the javelin 
POWERS  
Continued from page eight. 
Zwierleln hired Powers in July 
of 1994. Since then Powers has 
gone 76-68-11 in his four years 
with Bowling Green. 
BG's best season under Powers 
came In 1994-95, when they went 
25-11-2. They came in second 
place In the Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association with a re- 
cord of 18-7-2. That year they 
just missed the NCAA Playoffs 
DECISION  
when they lost to Michigan State 
in the CCHA Playoffs. 
Since then BG's record has 
slipped to 26-14-1 in 1995-96 and 
17-16-5 in 1996-97. 
Prior to coming to Bowling 
Green, Powers was the head 
coach at Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute and the Rochester Insti- 
tute of Technology. Prior to that 
he was an assistant coach for the 
Falcons from the 1982-83 season 
through the 1987-88 season. 
Continued from page eight. 
nearly four hours closer than BG. 
Groth said she picked up on 
Clark's desire to be closer to her 
family during the interview, and 
said It was a quality in the coach 
that she admired. 
Clark recently completed the 
fourth year of a five-year con- 
tract that pays her $53,106 this 
season. She has a 135-65 record 
over seven years at BG, and was 
twice named the District IV 
Coach of the Year - including for 
this season. 
"I'm very impressed," Groth 
said. "I didn't know Jaci very 
well before she came, but I'll tell 
you, she's quality." 
FALL 1998 LEASING AVAILABLE 
2 Person Rate Available 
$550/month Limited time only 
For: 
Ridge Manor Apartments 
(519 Ridge Street) 
2 Bedroom, Furnished townhouses 
Close to campus 
Buff Apartments 
(1470& 1490 Clough St.) 
2 Bedroom. 1 Bath. Furnished, A/C 
CREENIRIAR, INC. 
Hours: 






Co»*,*~P=: 19001 North Dixie Hwy. 
/*WL (2 miles North of B.Q.) 
.       vjj Bowling Green. OH 
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• Chippfng Green - Putting Green - Sand Trap (/ 
Open 7 days a week - 8 a.m. "til Dark 
Lessons - Club Repair & Fitting 
Call Rusty Kleffer at 419- 353-1420 
i r 
1 
tyke department oj journalism presents 
the 1998 Violence and Qesse C. uttUt Endowed 
Speaker in journalism 
This award-winning White House 
Correspondent for National Public 
Radio will speak on her experience 
in print and broadcast journalism. 
including her breaking coverage of the 
Monica Lewinsky scandal. 
Tuesday, March 31. 1998 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
7:30 p.m. 
'Reception immediately $oUon>in$ presentation 
\nd question-answer session- 
Big Ten with strong 
appearance in NTT 
farther than anyone else to win 
that event and provisionally qual- 
ify herself for the NCAAs. Price 
noted that the junior is already 10 
feet ahead of where she was at 
this time last year. 
Senior Missy Lyne also earned 
a victory In the 10,000 meters de- 
spite some not-so-nice condi- 
tions. 
"It was cold, it was raining, 
there were puddles on the track, 
and it was 25 laps, so you can im- 
agine how fun it was," Lyne said. 
"I pretty much led the whole 
race, which was hard. I don't like 
leading races, really, I like pick- 
ing off people." 
The Associated Press  
NEW YORK - This NIT 
final should be played In Chi- 
cago's United Center or De- 
troit's Joe Louis Arena. 
Minnesota vs. Penn State is 
simply out of place in the 
heart of big East country. 
The Big Ten may lack rep- 
resentation in that other Final 
Four in Sari Antonio, but it will 
have the NIT championship all 
to Itself Thursday night when 
the Nittany Lions (19-12) and 
Gophers (19-15) play for the 
tournament's 61st champion- 
ship at Madison Square Gar- 
den. 
It will be the third time this 
season the two schools have 
played after splitting their 
conference games. 
"I'm happy Penn State is in 
the final because it means we 
will have a Big Ten champion 
regardless," Minnesota coach 
Clem Haskins said. 
The conference will also 
have its second straight NIT 
champ following Michigan 
last season. The matchup will 
also be the first between 
teams from the same league 
since 1979 when Indiana 
defeated Purdue in another 
all-Big Ten final. 
Minnesota, which won the 
NIT in 1993, earned a spot in 
the final with a 91-89 win over 
Fresno State. After finishing 
third in 1990 and '95, Penn 
State, which beat Georgia 
66-60 in the semis, will be 
seeking its first men's basket- 
ball championship of any kind. 
An NIT title would raise the 
profile of Penn State basket- 
ball. For years, basketball was 
merely a distraction for the 
school's football fan:,, filling 
the time between a bowl game 
and spring practice for Joe Pa- 
terno squad. 
"Our success in the NIT is a 
good boost for this program," 
said coach Jerry Dunn, in his 
third year at the school. 
After a 21-7 season and trip 
to the NCAA tournament in 
1995, Dunn's team dropped to 
10-17 a year ago. This season, 
the Nittany Lions got off to a 
7-3 start before losing by 17 at 
Michigan and 22 at Purdue in 
their first two league games. 
The team regrouped in its 
first home conference game, 
overcoming a 10-point half- 
time deficit to beat Minnesota 
75-68. Junior center Calvin 
Booth set a career high with 
23 points and four blocks, and 
freshman Joe Crispin set a 
single-game school record by 
making 14 straight free 
throws. Penn State made 29 of 
33 free throws, including 25 of 
28 in the second half. 
In the second meeting at 
Minneapolis, the Gophers held 
Booth without a point In the 
second lialf to overcome a 
15-polnt deficit and win 82-77. 
Penn State's Jarrett Ste- 
phens scored a career-high 27 
points with 11 rebounds in the 
loss. Now the Lions will be 
without the junior forward. 
In the first half against 
Georgia, Stephens sprained a 
knee ligament when he was 
sent sprawling on a breaka- 
way layup In which Bulldogs 
center Larry Brown was 
called for an Intentional foul. 
It was the second time this 
season a Penn State players 
was seriously injured. Point 
guard Dan Earl's season ended 
with a tom knee ligament Dec. 
6 against Lehigh. 
"I am more concerned about 
his future than what will hap- 
pen with our team tomorrow," 
Dunn said. "Jarrett Stephens 
has done a great job for us all 
season in a difficult situation. 
... Injuries happen in life, it's 
all about how you handle them. 
When Dan Earl went down 
after the fourth game of the 
season, we could have folded. 
We didn't then and we didn't 
last night. We showed our 
character again." 
TENNIS  
Continued from page eight. 
American Conference season 
with matches against Toledo and 
Akron. 
BG absorbed an extremely 
difficult non-conference sched- 
ule that included Florida Interna- 
tional, Central Florida, Texas-El 
Paso and Louisville and the Fal- 
cons hope those hard lessons pay 
off for their Mid-American Con- 
ference schedule. 
"They are teams that are going 
to be 6th and 7th or 7th and 8th in 
the MAC probably," Harris said. 
"They are definitely teams that 
we are going to look to domi- 
nate." 
Faculty, Staff, and Students 
Receive 10% off your total order 
when you present your BGSU ID. 
GOOD ALL YEAR 
1027 N. Main  352-4178 




Aiternotrve Clothing • Spring Wear 
• Beaded/Hemp Jewelry • Imported 
Cigars • Clove Cigarettes • Incense • 
Unique Candles • tapestries • Stickers 
• Posters • 200» lees • Patchwork 
Pants . Ho» Gutter (gold * aver) ft 
others . Body Purifiers (100* 
guarantee) • Hair Coloring 
|WE KNT VIDEOS • lorgeit Collection ol 
Spanish Videos • Hundreds of 
Children s Videos • Comedy 
445 E. Wooster 
(At the railroad track*) 
Mon-Sat: 11:30-9 
Sunday 12-6 354-0176 
Add Eurail, GermanRail. Guaranteed 
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It's old, kill it! 
Up until about my 13th 
or 14th year, when my 
favorite films where "Star 
Wars" and "Dark Crystal." I 
hated old movies. 
That's a pretty ambigu- 
ous term, so let me clarify 
by defining "old" as any- 
thing made and released 
before I was born. 
Close-minded? 
You betcha. 
I guess you could say I 
was a student in the 
"Children of the Corn" 
school of thought: once it 
starts aging, kill it. 
My father made me real- 
ize the err of my ways by 
introducing me to some of 
his favorite movies from 
the '60s and '70s like "One 
Flew Over the Cuckoo's 
Nest," "A Clockwork 
Orange." "Harold and 
Maude" and "Midnight 
Cowboy." 
Now lure wire some 
movies I could relate lo. 
And oddly enough, they 
were all made before I was 
born! (I was such a dolt). 
The implications of this 
were staggering: what it 
there were other, older 
movies just as good as 
these? Classes like Popular 
Culture 165 and 250 and 
English 200 (literature and 
film) spurred my interest in 
tracking down the best of 
the '30s. '40s and '50s 
movies. 
I ransacked the "clas- 
sics" video sections at the 
public libraries in Bowling 
Green and my hometown 
of Dayton, searching for 
anything that piqued my 
Interest. 
1 rented movies like "Key 
Largo." "Blackboard 
Jungle." 'On the 
Waterfront." "It Happened 
One Night" and The 
Apartment." I became 
enamored with Humphrey 
Bogart. Claudette Colbert. 
Brando. Lemmon and 
POltter. (I never knew it 
could be like this). 
I was even able to apply 
the seemingly vague ana- 
lyzation techniques I 
learned in my respective 
classes. What made a 
screwball comedy a screw- 
ball comedy? Was Brando a 
Christ-figure in "On the 
Waterfront?" What did The 
Apartment" say about 
modern corporate life? 
Everybody knows 
auteurs like Kubrick. 
Scorsese and Hitchcock. 
But what about Billy 
Wilder. John Huston and 
Elia Kazan? 
The point here is not 
that you should realize the 
importance of knowing 
your culture's history 
(without it. Ihe present 
means nothing and blah 
blah blah...) The point is 
that most people don't 
understand Just how good 
that history can be. All you 
need is a little social con- 
text, some background on 
those involved and a love of 
cinema and you're set. 
I strongly encourage 
anyone even half-interested 
in classic cinema to either 
take some of ihe aforemen- 
tioned classes or do some 
independent research. 
Pretty soon, you'll find 
that your idea of "old" 
movies will be silent kir.d. 
I'lwWW 
* BGSU's Weekly Entertainment Section * 
Elsewhere Theater caps off 
its 1997-98 season with 
Samuel Beckett's absurdist 
play "Waiting for Godot" 
THEATER 
►»- N-2 
Drum 'n bass wizards 
Roni Size/Reprazent 
visit Cleveland on their 










The days and 
nights of Helium 
A three-day road diary 
of Helium's Ohio 
concert appearances 
By MICHAEL PLANICKA 
The BG News  
Matador recording 
artists Helium brought 
their majestic, dragon- 
rock lullabies through Ohio 
this past weekend. 
The band, currently on an 
Baal Coast/Midwest tour in 
support of their newest album 







est release cre- 





rock. With its 
medieval organ 
sounds and 




vocals, a myth- 
ical theme per- 
sists through- 
out the album. 
Timony. along with bassist 
Ash Bowie (from math-rock 
masters Polvo). Shawn Devlin 
(drums), and newest member 
Kendall Meade (keyboards, 
vocals), brought the unique 
Helium sound to Ohio for the 
Drat tune since 1995. 
Their last appearance in 
Ohio was in support of their 
album The Dirt of Luck. Before 
that the band released the 
album Pirate Prude, in 1994. 
The late night MTV generation 
got their first taste of Timony's 
vocal shrapnel on the video for 
Pirate Prudes "XXX." 
Following that they released 
the SuperbalX EP. Prior to the 
release of The Magic City, the 
band also put out a rather 
introspective EP entitled No 
Guitars. ' 
• Cincinnati 
The first stop on Helium's 
tour through Ohio was 
Sudsy Malone's in 
Cincinnati. Sudsy's Is well 
known in Cincy for being the 
only concert venue were you 
can do your laundry while 
soaking up music. 
Audiences get in for half- 
price with a basket of dirty 
laundry. 
Saturday night, kids provid- 
ed the dirty socks, while 
Helium provided the dirty 
tricks. Before the show, lead 
singer Mary Timony took 
advantage of the facility, and 
brought in some laundry of 
her own. 
"Luckily we've been able to 
get a lot of laundry done on 
this tour," Timony said of her 









and put her 











didn't start the 
band until alter 
college, she was always miisi 
cally inclined. 
She said the current East 
Coast tour was for college 


















really deals with leaving reali- 
ty, and moving to outer 
space." said Timony as her 
feet dangled from the washing 
machine. 
The mythical theme of 
Magic City Is conveyed effec- 
Uvely through the cover art. 
with Its water color painting of 
an ancient city.  Timony and 
bassist Ash Bowie both con- 
tributed to the drawings and 
design of the record, and lots 
of Timony's favorite color. 
bluish purple, shows up as 
well. 
The lyrics of Magic City deal 
with aging astronauts, love, 
devils and the occasional rainy 
street. Like The Dirt of Luck. 
Timony's voice delivers these 
themes woven in with catchy 
pragmatic lullabies. 
CriUcs have constantly dis- 
sected Timony's lyrics and. 
according to her. paint them 
way too seriously. 
There are many complex 
connections within the words 
but most of what she writes is 
not meant to be extremely 
intellectual. 
"When I'm writing a line, it's 
really like a joke. I'm uncon- 
scious as to what I'm trying to 
say until after I write the 
song." she said. 
A fair amount of Timony's 
songs are serious and deal 
with personal relationships, 
the one with her brother in 
Huston. 
In the songs "Ocean of 
Wine" from Magic City, and 
"Pat's Trick" from The Dirt of 
Luck, she intones about a 
Mayfair that she and her 
brother attended. These songs 
show that there is a method 
behind Ihe magic of Timony's 
words. 
"I've always had an image of 
running through the woods 
with him." said Mary of her 
Mayfair experience. The best 


















also their newest video. 
They played a strong set. 
ending with an extended ver- 
sion of The Revolution of 
Hearts." from The Magic City. 
Staying to the basic wispy 
melody of the song, the band 
began to Improvise, and bust 
out a rare remix of the song. 
One doesn't think of Helium 
as a Jam band, but they can 




From top to bottom: Helium's newest LP, The Magic 
City, their last album, The Dirt of Luck and the No 
Guitars EP 
invent spur of the moment 
chords with the best of them. 
• Columbus 
In Columbus, the band 
reunited with their Boston 
friends and opening band 
Syrup USA. New to the stage 
setting was a handmade back- 
drop consisUng of fabric plan- 
ets and unicorns. This added 
visual elements and atmos- 
phere in which to reflect on 
the music. 
Syrup USA opened the 
show with energy and spunk. 
They introduced the Little 
Brother's crowd to their 
poppy, keyboard styling with 
authority. 
Tracks from Magic City and 
The Dirt of Luck punctuated 
Helium's set and Timony 
pleased the crowd with two 
rare tracks from No Guitars. 
The Revolution of Hearts" 
ended their set again, but this 
night's Jam was an even more 
daring concoction. During 
song's end the members of 
Syrup USA came on stage, 
picked up their equipment and 
Joined in the ride. 
Eight musicians were on 
stage, layering bass, electric 
drums, rolling guitars and two 
battling keyboards. There was 
a definite love on s age 
between the two binds, and it 
was great to witness such 
camaraderie. 
• Cleveland 
From Columbus. Helium 
tired up the tour van for 
one more Ohio stop at 
the Euclid Tavern. 
"Lately we've been reading 
to each other a lot in the van." 
Timony said of her life on the 
road. "We have some mixed 
tapes, but (we) forgot our CD 
player." 
Fans at the Euclid Tavern 
* See HELIUM, page N-3 
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jazz this week 
Today at noon there will be a 
free performance of chamber 
music for brass and percussion 
by faculty members In Bryan 
Recital Hall of the 
Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Then at 8 
p.m.. the BGSU 
Tuba/Euphonium si 
Quartets will give a free concert 
In Bryan Recital Hall with 
University alumna Angle Hunter 
as a guest soloist. Under the 
direction of Emily Freeman 
Brown, the Bowling Green 
Philharmonia will perform a 
concert at 3 p.m. In Kobacker 
Hall. Winners of the 31st annual 
Competitions in Music 
Performance will be featured in 
the show. This Monday the 
University's Jazz Week '98 will 
open with a free concert by the 
Jazz Lab Band II at 8 p.m. In 
Kobacker Hall. 
Canadian film 
week at Gish 
Canadian film week contln- 
t ues at the University with The Sweet Hereafter" at 7:30 p.m. in the Gish Film Theater. VislUng cine- matographer Paul 
Sarossy will talk about his films 
and the Canadian film Industry. 
On Friday at 7:30 p.m. director 
Sidney Furie will speak and 
show his film The Boys In 
Company C," a war drama situ- 
ated In the Vietnam War. Call 
372-2457 for reservations. 
Spring Dance 
concert at UT 
This Friday and Saturday at 
7:30 p.m. in Doermann Theatre 
at the University of Toledo's 
campus, Peter Sparling & Co. 
will perform. 
Advance tickets are 
available by calling 
419/530-2375. A 
Michigan native. 
Sparling is a gradu- 
ate of Julliard and 
has appeared in London and on 
PBS. 
Hungry for rock? 
Gimme indie-rock! Local and 
national bands Aloha, Shuttle 
Cock. Elliot and Metroschlfter 
will perform this Friday at 8:30 
p.m. on 315 S. 
Main. It's only $3 
so you have no 
excuse for not 
I
going. 
On Sunday, Philo Records 
recording artists Vance Gilbert 
will return to The Junction Bar 
and Grill at 7 p.m. Parallax View 
will open the show. Tickets are 
$8 at the door or call 352-7453. 
Surrealism, *Dirty 
Dancing' and jazz 
Movies, movies, 
movies. UAO will 
show "Dirty Dancing" 
this Friday and 
Saturday at 8 and 11 
p.m. in 111 Olscamp 
Hall. See It again for the fourth 
time. On Monday, "Antonia's 
Line." winner of the 1996 Oscar 
*f 
for Best Foreign Language Film, 
will be shown at 8:15 p.m. in 
the Gish Film Theater. The sur- 
realistic film is directed by 
Dutch filmmaker Marleen 
Gorris. The Cinematic Jazz of 
Julie Dash" and "Daughters of 
the Dust" will also be shown at 
the Gish on Tuesday at 7:30 
p.m. And once more. It's free 
(yeah, baby!) 
The Big Creek Band 
The Big Creek Band (from 
Bowling Green) will headline the 
Dance Marathon this Sunday at 
2 p.m. In the Student Rec Center. 
Winner of the "Battle of BG's 
Hottest Bands" last year, they 
play a mixture of college music. 
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Metroschifter: 4 
1996 - Doghouse Records 
Metroschifter offers a unique 
approach to power chord-driven rock. 
Guitarist and band mastermind 
Scott Ritchcr lays heavily distorted 
and. at times, swlrly guitars over the 
drums and bass. The band as a 
whole sound only like Metroschifter 
can: ear splitting percussion, pound- 
lng bass and the aforementioned gui- 
tars, which are usually In the fore- 
front of the mix. 
Their latest album. 4. Is classic 
Metroschifter. Stop-start sounding at 
times, it delivers the goods to those 
looking for music to "think" to. Unlike 
many of today's artsy-power bands. 
Metroschifter produce music thai is 
not annoylngly complex. 4 is a 
strange trip Into a world of extra loud 
guitars and spoken/screamed vocals. 
The record opens with "Inner." a 
rocker typical of Metroschifter In that 
the guitar melody sticks In one's head 
more than the song's lyrics. The 
Torsten Fratzke Story" is a compact, 
quick and beautiful song that's so 
slick in its message that I even ques- 
tioned my own beliefs after hearing II. 
The following track. "Reverse 
Stuck." is dominated by a very heavy 
metal riff that reminds me of arena 
rock and laser shows. The song lakes 
a brief nap with pretty guitars only to 
kick back In with the earlier metal 
riff, which then lums into a wonder- 
ful melody. Genius! 
I cannot say enough about the 
guitar work on 4. The riffs completely 
make the record, never falling to 
Injure the listener with their singable 
melodies, the occasional appearance 
of some "chugga chugga* bass action 
and the ever-present background 
acoustic guitars. 
Metroschifter continue to evolve 
with each album. Although 4 doesn't 
break a whole lot of new ground by 
their standards, it's still unique In 
comparison to their peers' work. 
This would be a good Introductory 
record for anyone, old fan or new. It's 
solid the entire way through, rocks 
harder than most anything In the 
market today and features clever art- 
work that my description would not 
do justice to. 
Metroschifter will be playing 
tomorrow night at 513 S. Main In 
Bowling Green with Aloha. Elliot and 
Shuttle Cock. It's only S3, so you'd 
better not miss It. 
- Dan Mitchell 
The Big Lebowski: 
Soundtrack 
1998 - Polyoram 
The Big Lebowski" Is a movie 
aboul mistaken Identity, bowling lof 
all things) and abnormal behavior.. 
Written and directed by the Coen 
brothers ("Fargo," "Raising Arizona"), 
the film's soundtrack has the same 
unique, endearing, quirky originality 
shared by the movie. And you don't 
even have to know whal 7-10 split Is, 
or a Lebowski for that matter. 
Featuring songs by Bob Dylan, 
EMs Coslello, Henry Mandnl and a 
handful of artists that aren't exactly 
mainstream. The Big Lebowski" 
soundtrack features songs that are 
actually In the movie instead of 
painfully promoting songs that are 
allegedly "Inspired by the movie." a 
popular trend in soundtracks today. 
Afraid of the unknown bands? 
Well, the Coen brothers were no- 
names for a long time too. 
The CD Is highlighted by the 
Gypsy Kings' "Hotel California." an 
amazing Spanish version of Eagles' 
classic that could almost be on the 
"Desperado" soundtrack. 
Another fantastic song Is "Just 
Dropped In* by Kenny Rogers & The 
First Edition (not that Kenny Rogers). 
No song has seemed as appropriate 
for a movie since Al Green's "Let's 
Stay Together" appeared on the "Pulp 
Fiction" CD. 
The Big Lebowski" soundtrack 
also has three instrumental, one 
opera segment and a stab at techno. 
Not every song here Is Top 40 materi- 
al, but the Coen brothers wouldn't 
have It any other way. 
•Tom Denk 
Concert saga continues, 
IFC seeks comedian 
By TOM DENK 
The BG News 
The Interfraternity Council 
may All the void left by 
University Activities 
Organization's unsuccessful 
efforts in securing a major 
entertainer to perform on 
campus. 
IFC representative Rob Getz 
said the council is attempting 
to book a major comedian or 
entertainer to appear at the 
University in the upcoming 
semester. 
"We've been planning for 
the last two or three months 
on this project. We want to 
put on a major performance 
next fall.' said Getz. 
Getz said the IFC's decision 
to possibly organize a perfor- 
mance is not in response to 
the lack of a concert at the 
University this spring semes- 
ter. 
This was initially proposed 
within IFC during December. 
We chose to try to get a come- 
dian because it would be sig- 
nificantly cheaper than getting 
a band." Getz said. 
The IFC has administered 
surveys asking students what 
comedians they might prefer 
to see on campus. Some of the 
choices include Adam Sandier. 
Carrot Top. David Spade. 
Gallagher. Norm Macdonald 
and Rob Schneider, among 
others. 
Carrot Top has performed 
twice at the University over 
the past four years, while 
MacDonald performed two 
years ago at Ashland 
University. Currently. IFC is 
hoping to fund the perfor- 
mance by itself and through 
possible sponsorship(s). 
There Is the possibility that 
either the Panhellenic Council 
or UAO could co-fund the pro- 
ject. Getz noted the perfor- 
mance is still in early stages 
and that the IFC has several 
performers in mind. 
"We won't have any possible 
sponsors for quite some time." 
Getz said. "We won't even 
know when we can have a 
show until the volleyball 
schedule comes out." 
Physical humor, dialogue keeps "Godot" fresh 
By MICHAEL LEONARD 
The BG News  
Samuel 
Beckett's classic 
play "Waiting for 




1997-98 Elsewhere season 
this week. 
This twisted tale about 
human life and its insignifi- 
cance can be seen as both the 
most meaningful and the most 
empty play in history. 
Explaining the plot of 
"Waiting for Godot" is a moot 
point—there is no logic to it 
whatsoever. Those looking for 
other key elements of theater, 
such as character develop- 
ment and social enlighten- 
ment, will be disappointed. 
What "Godot" does offer is 
an abundance of physical 
humor, one-liners and other 
illogical nonsense. It is pure, 
absurdist entertainment. The 
Jerky nature of the play lends 
itself to lulls in the action fol- 
lowed by machine-gun fast fits 
of dialogue and sight gags. 
From the moment you enter 
theater, the spirit of "Godot" 
engulfs you. Jill Van Brussel's 
scenery makes the already 
intimate confines of the 
Elsewhere space seem even 
closer by transforming the 
stage into a mini-arena. 
The seating looks like 
something out of The 
Adventurer's Club at Disney 
World and the lamps that 
adorn Elsewhere range in 
style from Baroque to dilapi- 
dated. The only piece of 
scenery actually on the stage 
is a tree, or at least a pitiful 
facsimile thereof. 
Be forewarned: the intimacy 
of the seating to the stage 
lends Itself to audience partic- 
ipation, no matter how invol- 
untary. Beware of flying shoes 
and whips coming dangerous- 
ly close to the audience 
throughout the show. Some of 
the jokes are also told at the 
audience members' expense. 
The production's costumes 
are as simple as the scenery. 
The characters of Estragon 
and Vladimir, as well as the 
Boy. are dressed in clothes 
that were probably elegant at 
some point but are now worn. 
Pozzo is dressed in the garb 
of an aristocrat, complete with 
puffy pants, an English riding 
hat and a riding crop. The 
character of Lucky, on the 
other hand, is clothed like a 
complete bum. perfectly 
reflecting his packrat status. 
"Godot's" director, Michael 
O'Brian. has assembled a ver- 
satile quintet of actors that 
are excellent in their delivery 
of witty dialogue and sight 
gags. The cast is willing to put 
their bodies and costumes on 
the line for laughs. 
Bryan Richards 
(Vladimir) gives a 
performance that 
can only be 
described as schiz- 
ophrenic. 
Bouncing from one 
thought to anoth- 
er, he is the more 
exuberant of the 
two bums waiting 
for Godot to arrive. 
Matt Gretzinger 
gives an equally 
good performance 






breathes a believ- 
able amount of life 
into a pitiable 
bum. 
Justin Tharp is 
perfectly pompous 
as Pozzo. the aris- 
tocrat who stum- 
bles upon the two vagrants. 
Tharp carries a sophisticated 
air about him. exuding cocki- 
ness in the first act and 
exposing his helplessness in 
the second. 
Despite limited exposure. 
Taylor Doherty manages to 
steal the show as Pozzo's bag- 
ridden charge Lucky. Doherty 
draws attention to himself, as 
his character may be 
(l-r) Matt Gretzinger and Bryan Richards 
described as a living sight gag. 
Watch for Lucky's philosophi- 
cal rant in the first act. It may 
very well be the highlight of 
the entire show. 
"Waiting for Godot" runs 
tonight through Saturday at 8 
p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m. in 
the Elsewhere Theater on the 
fourth floor of South Hall. 
Tickets are S3, and no 
advance reservations will be 
taken. Seating is limited. 
Roni Size brings drum n' bass to Cleveland 
By MICHAEL PLANICKA 
The BG News  
Drums, technology and 
bass were the words chanted 
by the leader of the techno 
band Roni Size/Reprazent last 
Thursday. This was during the 
middle of their set at the 
Odeon club in Cleveland, after 
they had layered these instru- 
ments into the crowd for a few 
minutes. 
The boys who brought the 
technology. Roni. DJ Krust. 
DJ Suv. DJ Die and MC 
Dynamite, entered the stage 
before everyone else to get the 
audience started. They were 
dressed in black trench coats 
and crouched down so they 
wouldn't be seen. Hunched 
over their respective comput- 
ers and turntables, they start- 
ed the drum n' bass massacre 
that is Roni Size. 
Out came Clive Deemer. 
who laid down a pulsating 
drum beat, and Sy John who 
provided the phat bass line. 
After a few minutes of straight 
drum n' bass, the crowd was 
in a frenzy. Kids were kicking 
their wide-leg pants from side 
to side, dipping and diving to 
the jungle sounds. 
Then out came rapper 
Reprazent, who had his mic 
strapped (Bobby Brown-style) 
to his head. This gave him free 
reign to flow right 
along into the dance 
that had already 
begun. His words 
created another 
level of conscious- 
ness for the tranced 
crowd. 
He then introduced his 
spinners and bass n' drum 
player,,, and brought out vocal 
stylist Ona Llee. The music 
stopped and she lead everyone 
back in with a Jungle scream. 
Beats began again, and the 
group pounded into their 
Jazzy. MTV-friendly single 
(l-r): Ona Llee, DJ Die, DJ Suv, DJ Krust, Roni Size and MC Dynamite. 
fl 
"Brown Paper Bag." 
Roni Size is a separate enti- 
ty in himself, the Roni Size/ 
Reprazent project is the culmi- 
nation of working for two 
years with the people from 
Reprazent. Roni Size/ 
Reprazent put out a double 
CD together this past October. 
It took them two years to cre- 
ate the over 30 tracks on the 
record. They are considered to 
be the hottest name in the 
small, but intense world of 
drum n' bass techno. 
Their record New Forms is 
one of the benchmarks for the 
genre. With the single "Share 
the Fall." the vocals of Ona 
Llee get introduced to the lis- 
tener early on. Reprazent lays 
down lyrics on some of the 
songs, but the focus is on the 
jazzy bass lines and break- 
neck. Aphex Twin-e8que drum 
beats. 
They hail from Bristol, 
England, which is clearly 
becoming the British center 
for dance music. With other 
giants such as Massive 
Attack, Portishead and Tricky. 
Bristol is home to some of the 
best electronic and trip-hop 
acts out there. 
Rolling Stone named Roni 
Size/Reprazent the third best 
techno band of 1997. behind 
the giants Chemical Brothers, 
and Daft Punk, and Spin put 
them on their "Best of 97" 
list. Bristol has again pro- 
duced another group of dance 
masters for the future, to add 
to their already potent list of 
perennial giants. 
The Cleveland audience was 
enthralled in the beats of Roni 
Size all night. Reprazent 
would slow down the pace a 
few times to see if everyone 
was still dancing, then lay in 
on the crowd again. 
Playing some of Roni's old- 
school beats to keep it real, 
they ended with a textured 
track from New Forms. But 
the Odeon crowd clamored for 
more. 
Everyone left the stage, but 
after a few minutes Roni said 
from off-stage. "Is there any- 
one left in the building?" He 
continued this chant until it 
turned into another break- 
down of Jungle rhythm. Ona 
Llee threw the audience into a 
frenzy again and the group 
finished after their energy had 
been spent. 
After their US tour. Roni 
Size/Reprazent will head back 
to England. 
Their disc is titled New 
Forms, and can be picked up 
at Madhatter Music Co. or 
Finder's. 
This is the future of music, 
so put down that Titanic 
soundtrack, grab a fat pair of 
Jeans and bust a move to the 
best Jungle album of last year. 
'/ 
Neve Campbell, left and Denise Richards are caught 
in a diabolical plot in the new movie "Wild Things" 
I 
Beautiful people doing 'Wild Things' 
By TOM DENK 
The BG News 
t 
The previews for 
■Wild Things" 
promised beautiful 
people doing dirty 
things. The trailers 
hinted at characters 
with overloads of agenda to 
compensate for their minimal 
use of clothing. 
In those regards. "Wild 
Things" did not disappoint. 
The hip thriller starring 
Matt Dillon. Neve Campbell. 
Kevin Bacon and Denise 
Richards ("Starship Troopers") 
f 
plays host to a tale of unsa- 
vory minds with insatiable 
desires. 
Set In the upper class 
Florida community of Blue 
Bay, high school guidance 
counselor Sam Lombardo 
(Dillon) Is accused of rape by 
students Suzie Toller 
(Campbell) and Kelly Van 
Ryan (Richards). 
Detective Ray Duquette 
(Bacon) has Lombardo backed 
In a corner, until testimonies 
are reversed by Lombardo's 
unabashed scam-king lawyer 
Ken liowrl.il (Bill Murray). 
(Note: Bowden's office wall Is 
covered with dozens of auto- 
graphed pictures of people in 
wheelchairs boasting neck- 
braces and holding settlement 
checks.) 
When Lombardo receives a 
hefty settlement and prepares 
to leave town. Detective 
Duquette smells something 
more foul than the soon 
corpse-bearing swamps that 
border the Blue Bay commu- 
nity. 
But Duquette is far from a 
stringent observer of the law 
as he tries to unravel 
Lombardo's alleged scam. 
Then the dominos. or better 
WUd Things 
Woodland Mall Cinema 5 
Starring: Neve Campbell, Kevin 
Bacon, Matt Dillon 
NOW MVI: Delightfully trashy, 
but an oddly abrupt ending pre- 
vents perfection 
• ••* 
1 alar: |uetgoK>lrii bar 
J mn: gout* bat %m 
3 atari: mom. ttan bar 
4 an: moria, nan mma agaai 
+ See WILD, page N-3 
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WFAL goes "Balls Out" 
By TIMOTHY MINNECI 
The BG News 
SI 
Bingo and mod- 
ern college music 
may be considered 
an odd coupling by 
some, but at the 
University's AM 
radio station WFAL. it has 
become a yearly tradition. 
Each semester, the station 
holds one of the strangest and 
best received contests in the 
form of "Balls-Out Bingo." an 
on-air Bingo game that would 
make Matt Pinfield proud. 
Instead of letters and num- 
bers, the various Bingo sheets 
are filled with artists and song 
titles, and it is up to the lis- 
tener to get the song they 
need played by whatever 
means necessary, which usu- 
ally means Jamming the 
request line. 
"People aren't Just listening, 
they get to actively listen and 
participate." explained WFAL 
general manager Keith 
Jenkins. "It's not Just them 
sitting and listening to a 
radio, they actually get to take 
part in what's going on." 
Participation pays off. liter- 
ally. First prize is $100 cash. 
$50 for second place and $25 
for third. There are a variety 
of other prizes including con- 
cert tickets. CD's and various 
WFAL merchandise. 
Although no one is really 
sure when the contest began 
at WFAL. each year the two- 
hour Bingo and music fusion 
seems to attract a large num- 
ber of listeners and cultivate 
an even bigger legend. 
"I think it may have been 
something Scott Hamilton 
-started back when he founded 
the station." Jenkins quipped 
Jokingly. 
WFAL executives Jen Riffle 
and Theresa Rundle were 
putting forth considerable 
time and effort into setting up 
the contest several weeks 
prior to its unveiling. They 
must coordinate what songs 
are being put on the cards, 
advertising, promotion and 
bingo card distribution. 
Cards are available at the 
WFAL office in 120 West Hall 
up until the time of the show. 
Station personnel also send 
out random cards in the mail 
to University students and to 
those listeners registered in 
the station's database. 
The contest begins on 
WFAL at five tonight and runs 
until seven or until all the 
prizes run out. WFAL can be 
heard at 680 AM or on televi- 
sion on cable channel 20. 
ESPN unveils magazine 
By TOM DENK 
The BG News 
iiiiimiiiiimiiMimiiiiiiiHiiniiiiiiiiiit 
The goal was simple: to be 
tastefully done. 
A product of a sports insti- 
tution that proclaims itself 
"the worldwide leader in 
sports." "tastefully done" was 
too modest a goal for ESPN: 
The Magazine. 
Nonetheless, the magazine 
almost fulfilled all the escalat- 
ed expectations. Almost. 
ESPN: The Magazines pre- 
miere issue has been on 
newsstands for only one 
week, yet overall it seems to 
have been around longer than 
some sport magazines [Inside 
Sports), but not all {Sports 
Illustrated). 
Just like sports, practice 
can make perfect. Wanted or 
not, the magazine will indeli- 
bly be held to a higher stan- 
dard. ESPN's fledgling publi- 
cation is more a contender 
than pretender, with 
strengths that other periodi- 
cals should examine. 
For example. ESPN: The 
Magazines' graphic element is 
as much an advantage over 
the competition's as Tiger 
Woods' length off the tee. 
Unfortunately, the magazine 
mildly overdoses on picture 
quantity. Perhaps that's the 
penalty for choosing to pub- 
UUHHIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIH 
lish on Rolling Stone-six 
pages. 
While ESPN: The 
Magazine's layout is definitely 
aesthetically pleasing, it occa- 
sionally makes readability 
suffer. The magazine's writing 
is decidedly pro-athlete, per- 
haps nearing the point of 
unneeded hype. Hopefully, it 
will become more critical, 
learning to preview as 
opposed to merely promoting. 
Otherwise, its unique stance 
of featuring upcondng events 
over rehashing previous 
games will be its collapse, not 
its knock-out punch. 
Arguably the most forcible 
piece in the issue was Bob 
Knight's submission (with a 
mention of University coach 
Dan Dakich). Also, providing 
coverage of soccer and 
women's sports is a com- 
mendable decision. 
For the magazine to 
mature, its voice must grow 
more definitive. While the 
Seinfeld-esque satire of ESPN 
SportsCenter anchors works 
on TV. the style resonates as 
an annoying hybrid of Dick 
Vitale and Larry King in print. 
Although they'll find stories 
repeated from SportsCenter. 
the magazine will give sports- 
junkies something for when 
they are not watching ESPN. 
That's important. 
WILD 
■> Continued from N-2 
yet-the bodies, begin to fall. 
Director John McNaughton 
("Mad Dog and Glory") pro- 
duces an admittedly deviant 
film that has a definite "sum- 
mer movie appeal." Deftly 
acknowledging that his film is 
not lily white In virtue. 
McNaughton wisely embraces 
the "naughty" element in the 
script (by Ken Mumm and 
Stephen Peters) and creates a 
film that delights in its dark- 
ness. 
Matt Dillon continues his 
re-emergence with his role as 
Lombardo. Dillon continues to 
provide his definitive creation 
of a likable yet unscrupulous 
character, his trademark since 
his role in The Outsiders." 
Campbell and Richards 
each are captivating. Richards 
wisely didn't attempt to over- 
act (or perhaps she lacks tne 
ability to overact) as a lusty 
high school ultra-flirt. 
Campbell changes pace 
from her All-American girls of 
"Scream" and Party of Five. 
However, haven't we seen 
enough of her as a troubled 
teenager? 
But the welcome surprise of 
this film was Murray, who 
excels as the ethically-chal- 
lenged lawyer. His comic relief 
gave the film most of it's 
humor, besides Dillon's Plato- 
esque declaration at the film's 
end. 
The only element that hin- 
ders "Wild Things" is a plot 
which perhaps has change for 
change's sake at the film's 
end. The twists at the finish 
could have been built up by 
rearranging some scenes in 
the film. However, the 
explanatory credit sequence 
was a nice addition to the 
film. Delightfully trashy. "Wild 
Things" warms up audiences 
as well as the upcoming 
spring weather. 
HELIUM 
•*- Continued from N-1 
were treated to a barrage of 
songs spanning all of Helium's 
albums, even their first 
record. Pirate Prude. This 
came after the Cleveland 
crowd cheered them to come 
back for an encore, and 
Helium cheered back by play- 
ing their MTV video "XXX." 
After the show. Helium 
were on their way to 
Washington. D.C. to play a 
benefit show, but their brief 
and energetic trip through 
Ohio will bring fans pleasing 
memories for years to come. 
Hmiinimiiiiiiiitiiiiiiumiiiiinniiitiiniiiiiinniiiiiiimiiniii 
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CAMPUS EVENTS 
'"BEYOND BG'" 
Slop and look at lha signs.. 
■ lasM Hrit of BG nttlaurants. 
ai90eNtManAiDma... 
Mora signs to coma 11 
"'BEYOND BG"* 
APICS APICS APICS AP1CS 
Ganaral Mambarthip Meeting 
Thuraday*26th. 
730 pm BA110 
BUSINESS CASUAL DRESS 
Spaakaf from Areoquip 
FREE PIZZA 
HEALTH FAIR '06 
Coming Thursday. April 2ndi 
Check out Fraebias. Screenings, and Interne 
ova Displaysl For more info, call the Center for 
Yrallneai and Prevention at 372 93S5 
WIN 1100 CASH and many other cool prizes' 
Play BALLS-OUT BINGO, a proud BGSU tra- 
dition Skip by 120 WEST HALL to gat your 
Bingo card and official rules Then listen to The 




Have a lot to do and little time to do if I will 
type your papers or do your resume tor a fee. 
CaJI Vicki @ 352-0667.  
Pregnant? 
Free Pregnancy Tests. 
Confidential and Caring 
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center 
SKYDIVE at SKYDIVE BG in Bowling Green. 
OH., just 10 mm. southwest of BGSU campus 
Season opening special, through end of April, 
just $100 per person Don't miss th.s opporuim- 
ty I Call 352-5200 lor reservations 
Slop living from paycheck lo paycheck 
Phone 188 239 7564 
Summer storage units available 
Close to campus Call Buckeye Storage 
352-1520. 
PERSONALS 
G PhiBLiI SharonGPh.B 
If I had a million choices 
you'd be the little for ma. 
If I had a million choices 
I'd buy you a Dean, 
but not a real Mallet that's cruel. 
If I had a million choices 
I'd buy you Streisand's Greatest His. 
Haven't you always wan tad her cd 
KI had a million choices. 
I'd be your big. 
Love, your big 
Why, go anywhere else Why. go anywhere else Why, go anywhere else Why, go anywhere else 
KIP PRESENTS.... 
Toledo Hot Spots!! 
*$ CASH FOR COLLEGE H 
Ovt> 300.000 scholarships & gnnu avail No 
repayment Mr, no GPA raquiramenti. all atu- 
oantiqualityllCan Now" 1-216-655-8003. 
—BEYOND BG— 
Slop and look at the signs... 
a taste test ol BG restaurants 
a 1B96 Nissan Aiti ma 
More signs to Cornell 
—BEYOND BG— 
•Phi Mu4Jennie4Phi Mu" 
You may think you know who I am, but you 
are wrong. 
You won't find out until we sing our song. 
I am so proud of you and I win always be, 
I am so glad you are the newest link to 
our famirytree! 
Love, your Carnation Sis 
•PNMu-Jennie-PtiiMu- 
DG DG DG DG DG DG DG 
The sisters ol Delta Gamma would like to con- 
gratulate Jen Bendik on her engagement to 
Bret Schee We wish you the best Jen' 
DGDGDGDGDGDGDG 




Get ready tor this weekend i 
Love you guys, liana 
DZ Dance Marathon DZ 
DZDZDZDZDZDZ 
Jen M. & Diana G. - Get ready • 
Revealing is TONIGHT" Be 
at the house at 9:30 to see who 
your Big is"1 
DZDZDZDZDZDZ 
SHOW THIS AD FOR FREE ADMISSION TO ANY OF THE CLUBS 
ycjr  11 I il 11 ti 11 iii i 11 •  (niliv 
ONLY 18 MIN. FROM BGSU!!! 
Main Stag* - Top 40       Polyaatara - Disco ft Rotro 
Dollar Bar •> Pool Tables    Llvo Music In tha Basament 
18 & Over Welcome 
a**> •D.J Jason spins Top 40 on Main Stage ^a> 
^* • D.J. Big Bril spins Disco and Retro in Polyesters ^a* 
(a* 'Dollar Bar over 30 items, drinks & shots lor just $1 aV 
g| aj -Uncle Sandwich in the Basement Thursday - Saturday _ . 
•Thursday College ID Night free with ID before 11 p.m. ^a» 
Q£ • Friday is Ladies Night...Ladies in free before 11 p.m. SUl 
a> • Free well lighted Parking 
209 N. Superior St. ■» 
Toledo 4r% 
Wm Downtown 243-4446 It 
•»   , „       O 
I Hours: 9p.m. • 2:30a.m. Thurs. - Sat. I 
G PHI B ' LIL CARRIE ■ G PHI B 
Or* fish, two fish, 
Rod lUh, blue fish. 
Do you wont tho dish? 
Your r>g is a tittle outlandish < 
G PHI B " LIL CARRIE • G PHI B 
G PHI B Lll Stacey G PHI B Ul Stacey 
Ul Stacey, shoot for the moon 
you il moot your awesome lamily soon 
Your big's exciied, I hope you are loo 
Your family is wailing. 
We cant wait lo have you. 
G PHI B Ul Slavey G PHI B Lll Stacey 
G PHI BLiI Melissa G PHI B 
Tha erne is near lor you to see 
Just how special you are to me. 
Big and liffle, cute as can be. 
The SWEETEST pair in all of BG 
G PHI B Your BtgG PHI B 
G"Phi,B'*G'Phi'B 
Lil-'Usav 
You'ra off to great places1 
Today is your day I 
Your BIG is waiting) 
So get on your way! 
Love, your BIG 
G"Phi'B"G*Phi'B 
Gamma Phi Beta ■ Lirfla Jann ■ 
Words can not say just how happy I am :oday 
We are the pair that rocks! 
Lowe, your Big 
Gamma Phi Beta * Link* Jam ' 
Gamma Phi Beta Gamma Phi Beta 
UT Sandy- 
Rosas are red, 
Violas are blue 
It's almost time 
For you to find out who. 
Don't be Md. 
And don't be blue 
Soon you will sea 
How much your family loves you" 
Love. 
Your Big 
CAFE   &> tBARj, 
OPEN 7 Nights 
21 and Over 
SUN - WED - Sing & Dance to Dreamline Karaoke 
THURS - SAT - Live music by Liquid Courage 
Karaoke Contests Every MON. and WED. 
with cash prizes 
Drink Specials Nightly! 
Mouthwatering MUNCHIE Menu 
rHURS. Nights -Toledo's Only 21 &0\er College ID Night! 
3922 Secor 475-4381 
135 S. Byrne & Hill 
College 18 & over crowd 
Featuring:  Velvet Jones 
#V xfr 
The original *1 Power Hour 
every wed.-9at. from 6-9 
Wed. NLjht *1 Margies *1 Drafts all night long 
Thurs. College IP Night get 
In FREE w/ College IP      KO f 
Until 11:00 pm **sW *3» 
Thurs.   College ID Night     18 & Over 
Wed.      $1.00 Line Dance Class 
Thurs. & Sun.   Bandera 
THE BULL IS NOW HERE!!! 
OPEN - WED thru SAT 
Door open at 800 pm. 
"Come Ride the Bull" 
867-9123 
2518 S. Reynolds & Heatherdowns 
BOWLING GREEN 
nusic & SOUND 
Guilars/Amps/Accessones - Buy/Soil ■ Trade 
D J. & PA Systems/Karaoke & Lighting Rentals 
130 E. Wooster St. 
Bowling Green. OH 
419-352-6612 
FALL 1998 Leasing 
UNITS GOING FAST! 
Columbia Court Apartments 
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin) 
3 bedroom/ 2 baths, Furnished, Close to Campus 
Total Rent per Month 
OFF 'Limited time, Hurry!!!! 
Why, go anywhere else Why, go anywhere else Why, go anywhere else 
I 
Why, go anywhere else 
224 E. Wooster GREENBRIAR, INC. Hours: 
Bowling Green, Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm 
OH 43402 Saturday 9am-1pm 
Come in today before 
it is TOO LATE! 
I ) > 
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O-Phl-e Ul Laura O-Phl-i 
l^ diddle diddle 
Hovemyhnle 
I know who you are 
but you donl Know m> 
Togather kxever 
What a pair wall bel 
LovainPKE YOUR BIG 
GPHI8 GPHI8 Lil' Becky GPHI8 GPHIB 
Btg hunt ta haf a, to have no laar 
Tha fun's pjai bagun, my litM daar 
I lova you my Intte. and that la no *• 
Keep on guessing Becky, who ami7'' 
lova. your Big 
H you witnessed a Brown OWa. being hit Mon- 
day in commula* lot 7 please cast 352-4527. 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DOE FOR MEN'S 
AND WOMEN'S SMGIES ft CO-REC DOU- 
BLES TENNIS-APR. 1 8V 4fl0 PM M 130 
PERRY FELD HOUSE 
FALL taea PRACTCUM OPPORTUNITIES 
IN THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE FOR RECRE 
ATION AND SPORT MANAGEMENT 
MAJORS APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN 
130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE AND DOE APRIL 
10TH. INTERVEWS WILL BE HELD APRIL 
13-14. 
GET INVOLVED IN INTRAMURALSI! APPLI- 
CATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED FOR THE 
INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD FOR 
FALL 1888 PICK UP APPLICATION M THE 
IM OFFCE. 130 PERRY FELD HOUSE. AND 
RETURN BY APRIL 14TH INTERVIEWS ARE 
LIMITED ON A FIRST COME. FIRST SERVE 
BASIS 
Kamikaze* 
Bud Night starting al 7 pm 
Beer apaoali. 354 3993 
KD Kappa Delta KD 
Tha inters or Kappa Delta would like to con- 
gratulate Christina Basarab on again being 
choeen UVIV lea lilac -is it even possible to 
improve on the last time?' 
KD Kappa Delta KD 
KKG * KKG" KKG 
My deareet Lit* Kristin tonight's the night. Get 
ready lor the greatest big/St pair in sight. Eve- 
rything I said may not be true, but here is your 
Anal due. I might be your et. but donl you fret. 
I am definetly the coolest girl you've ever met. 
Meet me at the house and be prepared to 
listen Move you my dear III' Knsten 
KKG • KKG • KKG 
KKG ' KKG ' KKG 
L-l Kim. the r-ght has finally come 
When we together wai have Iota of fun. 
Do you believe all I've said? 
Ul. tonight we will paint BG red. 
So come on over and don't be late 
You have a very Important date! 
Love your Big 
KKG • KKG • KKG 
KKG 'III- Amy • KKG 
If ya wanna oa my little. 
You've gotta get with my friends. 
make it last forever. big/la n»vm ends. 
Whatcha think about that, now 
you know how it feels I You are my 
LI Amy and thara the way it isl 
Get excited Lil Amy' Love your Big 
KKG •LIT Amy'KKG 
KKG ' LI' Casey ' KKG 
Lil' Casey, you are the one. 
who always seems to have 
fun. Tonight you wil see who 
I am. you've just become 
pan of the ei tarn. I love 
you is' and don't forget that 
tonsoht is gorme be PHATI 
Love your big 
KKG ■ Irl'Casey'KKG 
KKG-Lir Jamie'KKG 
Hey li Lil 
Here's your last rlddkt 
A due for you that may be true, 
It is that my favorite color is blue 
I hope you're excited for lonightl 
Lit. together we are just nghti 
Love. Big?? 
KKG'Lil'Jemie-KKG 
KKG - Lil' Marie ' KKG 
The time is almost here you see. 
You'll find out who I am in a 
while, but until that time comes 
keep wearing that smile. Get 
ready to dance and boogy down. 
Tonight youll see we're the best 
Big/Liroavaroundi 
Gel exotedlll Love, your Big 
KKG ' LI' Marie * KKG 
LsAlyeei, 
111 aee you et the house tonight. 
Youll know who I am when the 




Here's a tew dues 
For you from me. 
All about 
YourFamifyl 
This w* be 
Your biggest due. 
We cannot wail 
Until w* meet you I 
May Daylight Show what 




Thai week has been 
A ROLLERCOASTER ride. 
My identity I've worked 
So hard ■> hide. 
It may he almost time 
For you k> know 
Who's the big 
That loves you so i 
LoveinPKE. 
Your Big? 
Ul Denial le 
Roses are red. violets are blue, you donl know 
me. but I know you. Get excited for Big/La* 
revealing because you are now in an awesome 
famJy 
Love, your big 
PraMu'PfaMu-PhiMu 
Congratulations  Meghan  West on  cabinet 




Congratulations to Meghan West and Llaa 
Frana on being sisters of a-ie week. 
PraMu'PNMu'PrilMu 
PNMu'THONON-PhiMu 
You're awesome! You do so much for 
everyone We a> admire your dedication 
Who loves yababy' 
Love. Stephenson 
Phi Mu • THON ON ■ Phi Mu 
Phi Mu'Phi Mu'Martha-Phi Mu'Phi Mu 
Manna dear don't shed a faar. 
The (denary of me you will soon see. 
Just wan unm tonight and then you will 
seenetght 
Love, your carnation sister 
Phi Mu-Phi Mu'Martha-Phi Mu"Phi Mu 
PI PHI • Delta Gamma • PI PHI 
Gel excited for tomghti 
See you at 8 00 pml 
PI PHI ■ Delta Gamma' PI PHI 
Reward For mlormaoon leading to identifies 
Don of vehida/perBon Involved In hit-skip 
damaging parked white Ford Pickup (Ranger) 
on Mon. Mar. IS in commuter lot behind Often 
hauor Phone (418,-674-2383.  
SEEKING SOFTBALL PLAYERS FOR MENS 
UStSA CLASS DAT WEEKEND TOURNA- 
MENTS AND SUNDAY NIGHTS AND TUES- 
DAY NtOHTS AT CARTER PARK M BOWL- 
INGGREEN, OHIO. STARTS 4/12/88 
(4.30PM). CONTACT BOB MILLER DIRECT- 
LY AT 474 1733 IN TOLEDO(t57 PER 
PLAYER OR S42 IF BG RESIDENT. 
Summer Jobs 
The Lear Corporation - Bowling Green Plant, 
located at 333 Van Camp Road in Bowling Green, 
Ohio, has several manufacturing positions 
available for summer work. 
Starting Pay is $7.50 per hour. 
An excellent attendance record, positive attitude, 
and good hand-eye coordination is required. 
Hiring will begin in May, 1998, and we will be 
accepting applications from March 23 through 
March 31, 1998. 
If you are interested in being considered for these 
excellent summer positions, stop by and fill out 
an application by March 31, 1998. 
If you have worked at Lear during a previous summer, 
and are interesting in returning, call Scott 
Salyer at 352-5154, extension 204. . 
Th« MMft ol ALPHA XI DELTA would lik* to 
congratulate thair house director Kalth 
Schaurman on rwi acceptance to Law School 
Way to go Keith1 We're oc-ng to rmu you! 
WANTED 
Creative? Would you like to win a prize «how- 
ing how creative you are? EAG is asking for 
your designs tor this years Earth day T-shirts 
Enmes are due no later than 5;00pm on March 
24tv Prize includes $25.00. 3 free t- shirts. A a 
$25.00 gift certificate to Junction Bar & Grille. 
Turn entries into 102 College Park or mail to: 
EAG, C/O Environmental Center. College 
Part (cm). QuesDons eel Nicole €> 372-3571 
2 Summer tutrirs. needed $l85fno Close to 
campus. Own bedroom Call 353 8i6S 
HOMECOMING 1998!'! 
Only tour chair portions Wt! Pep Rally. 
Sp.rii'Wndow Splash. Week's Events, and 
Publicity Applications available m 330 Student 
Union. Due March 27th by 5pm Questions? 
Call UAO@ 372-2343.    
Looking tor an excellent job experience? Bowl- 
ing Grten Radio News is looking tor a news di- 
rector. AH interested persons should turn in 
their resume and cover letter to 322 West Hall 
no later than April 3 by 5 pm No prior expert 
ence is necessary and training wil be provided. 
Any questions. cal 372-2354 
Musical entertainment wanted tor Woodland 
Mall • BG Mall anniversary May 8th. 9th. or 
10th. Please call Kelly at 354-7172. 
NEED 2 TICKETS FOR GRADUATION 
WILL PAY $$$ 
CALL CHRIS AT (419) 352-3191 
Summer lemale sublease* needed: 
Own room furnished or unfurnished. House 
furnished. w/«ir A much morel Close to cam- 
pus. Can Mtchefte 354-6696 
Summer sublease's 1 bk*. horn campus 4 
bdrm . 1 1/2 baths. Washer-dryer. Bar A 
basement. Call 352-4845 ask tor Tiffany or 
Shannon.   
HELP WANTED 
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars. 
FreeInton^aac-n Call 410-3*7'M75 
' IS YOUR RESUME LACKING? 
Find out why PAG. IBM. Xerox. A hundreds ol 
other top companies want students who nave 
been through our summer training program. 
Over 90% of the students using our placement 
office tound career jobs last year. Average 
monthly income $2174 AH mafors apply Call 
1-600-307-6339. 
375 COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS 
neededl Coed eummer eampe in Pocono 
Mountalna, PA Lohlkan. 1-800-488-4321. 
www.loht1uin.com. 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
Fishing industry. Excellent earnings & benefits 
potential All major employers. Ask us how1 
517-324-3115 ext A 55441 
ASSOCIATE PROGRAM DIRECTOR New 
year round position. Requires camp superviso- 
ry experience. Responsible for programming. 
staff supervision, communication, marketing, 
budget and organization of programs. Sept. to 
June, including but not limited to equestrian 
program, group rentals, ropes program. Addi- 
tional summer responsibilities. Salary/on site 
housing/retirement/full benefits. Contact 
Brice EmanueJ-Camp Eberhart, 10300 Corey 
Dr. Three Rivers Ml 
49093/1-616-244 5125 . enunueieot&aol com 
Deadline Apnl 17.1996 
Barney's Convenience Mart. $6.00 sterling 
pay. Flexible hours, shift differential, college tu- 
ition reimbursement, paid vacations, medical 
benefits Applications accepted at 996 S Mam 
BG. 1001 N. Mam BG. 1602 E Wooster BG 
Hurry in A join our team! 11 
Brandywine Country Club now hinng tor sum- 
mer positions. Beverage can. Snack Bar and 
Gril. Apply in person at the front desk 6904 
Salisbury Rd . Maumee. OH. 
Camp Jobs. A fun place to wort A a life-long 
learning experience awaits you at YMCA 
Camp Nissokone In beautiful northern Ml. Are 
you a caring, creative A enthusiastic person 
who enjoys being outdoors A have pnor expe- 
rience working with children. Hiring cabin 
counselors, lifeguards A program instructors 
tor horseback riding, sailing, ropes course, 
arts/crafts A drama/music. Also, year-round 
position avail for outdoor environmental edu- 
cation facilitators. Personal interviews being 
heW April 18 m Toledo. Call 248 867-4533 
Childcare teachers afternoon hrs. 678-4190 
Coca-Cola 
Seasonal Warehouse Loader 
The Coca-Cola Bottling Company of 
Ohio/Kentucky currently has the following 
seasonal position open m our Toledo Sales 
Canter Responsibilities include preparing 
toads, loading route trucks, and rotating stock 
in tha warehouse. Ability to operate a tow 
motor a plus. Good math and reading skills re- 
quired Qualified candidates should sand re- 
sume with cover letter specifying "Seasonal 
Warehouse Loader.- and salary requirements 
to: 
The Coca-Cola Bottling Company 
Of Ohio/Kentucky 
3970Catawba 
Toledo, OH 43612 
Attn: Human Resource Admlnlstntor-SWL 
No phone calls plaaael 
Equal Opportunity Employer  
Cook's helper. Lme A banquet prep Apply at 
BG Elk's Lodge, 200 Campbell Hil Rd. 
2X10-400. 
Counselors, Acsviry Director, Water director. A 
Cook needed at Co-ed Summer camp near 
Ann Arbor Michigan. 734-6784620 For more 
info 
CRUISE SHIP A LAND-TOUR JOBS 
Excellent benefits World Travel. Ask us howl 
517 324 3090 ext C5S443  
DON'T READ THIS if you like working tor min- 
imum wage, staying home in Ohio, A seek se- 
cure, non-rewarding wort. HOWEVER.! you 
want to earn outstanding money ($6300) travel 
across the country. A enjoy challenging your- 




Raise aH the money your student 
group needs by sponsoring a 
VISA Fundraiser on your campus. 
No investment A very little time 
needed There's no obligation, so 
why not call tor mformation today 
Calll 800-323 8454x95 
Earn while you learn 
Find out how you can make extra money while 
m school. Wort at your leisure any time you 
want.    Even    when   watching   TV.    Call 
1 868 662 1726 to find out how. 
Extras needed to play high school A college 
age range tor up-coming films No exp. neces 
sarynftwail looks needed Contact NBCom 
618-769-1600. 
Here we go again. A new season is beggmmg 
at SKYDIVE BG and we need a lew dependa- 
ble parachute packers for spring, summe*. and 
fall employment Full training provided Must 
have own transportation. An exciting place to 
work. Call 352-5200 for more information" 
Home City Ice Company is now hinng tor these 
positions: Route Dnvers, Production Stackers, 
Truck Loaders Competitive wages/flexible 
schedules Locations throughout all of Ohio 
and Southeast Michigan Call for details at 
1-800 -899-8070. 
Lawn maintenance pt. A full hme. Hiring for 
spnng A summer at Knickerbocker Lawns A 
Landscaping. Call 352-5335. 
Looking for an excellent job experience? Bowl- 
ing Green Radio News is looking for a news di- 
rector. AH interested persons should turn m 
their resume and cover letter to 322 West Hall 
no later than April 3 by 5 pm. No pnor experi- 
ence is necessary and training will be provided. 
Any questions. Call 372-2354. 
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT- 
Wort m the Great Outdoors 
Forestry, Wildlife Preserves Concessionaires. 
Firefighters. A more.  Competitive wages A 
benefits    Ask   us   howl   517-324-3110   Ext 
N55442 
^^203 N. Main 
FR€€ D€UV€fW 
352-5166 -•«,.*))«**-   ..».-......-...        S4.00 Minimum        -—-'—» 
Open Weekdays 4 P.M. •  Lunch Fri •Sot.«Sun. 
LARGE SALADS   enough for fwo! 
A heap of crisp mixed lettuce and... 
UnBT ham, turkey, tomatoes, red onions, mild pepper 
rings, and mozzarella cheese 4.50 
SeXlSOY\ei> thicken tomatoes, red onions, 
black olives, almonds, and mozzarella cheese 4.50 
K/tflllClh pepperoni, salami, mild pepper rings, red 
onions, green peppers, and mozzarella cheese 4.50 
V6rJrJl6 tomatoes, red onions, green peppers, broccoli, 
black olives, mozzarella cheese 3.50 
■;raiJitiCT Dressings...French, Ranch, Italian (reg. or Igt.) 
Great PIZZA • SUBS • SALADS • BREADSTICKS 
LUe onlu use the finest ingredients! 
Office cleaning evenings 
10 15 hrs per week 
Own transp. required Call 352 5622 
Painters wanted in the Central OH area for this 
summer. Starting pay from $6 $8, depandmg 
on tha position. Ceil 1 -800-543-3793. 
Part time kitchen help. Needed now thru sum- 
mer season Apply in person at BG Country 
Club 
Reliable Hep needed. Post flyers on campus 
Get advance fee and commissions later Must 
attend upcoming summer/fa)fspnng leans. 
Email   mfo@opttmigration.com  or  fax   (604) 
893-8522 
Summer Help Wanted 
BGSU Dining Services is seeking BGSU stu- 
dents ONLY" to work during the summer. Em- 
ployment available May 11 through August 8. 
1998. To apply Pick up an application at the 
Dmmg Center of your choice or Student Em- 
ployment (315 Saddiemire Student Services 
Building). "High School Students 16 years or 
older may also apply by calling Jan at 
3722563. 
Summer job or start now. Fun food service op- 
portunity m small scenic town. 1S miles from 
BG in Grand Ftapids. OH Call 419-832-7482 
Tangiewood   Golf   Club   has   openings   tor 
seasonal employment. Pro Shop-Restaurant 
For into caH 419-633-1725. 
Telephone interviewing No selling. Part-time, 
mostly   evenywknds.   in   Perrysburg.   Flex 
scheduling A relaxed atmosphere. 674-S842. 
FOR SALE 
1969 Ford Mustang Lx Conv. 
66.000   milas.    5   sp.   Fully   loadad. 
S3995 Excellent   condition.   For   info     call 
3725095  
1984 Ford Escort Wagon 
Loadad. New Tires. ExecellentCond. 
$5800 Call 372-7760 or 419 867 0392 
96 Dodge Neon. Automatic. Air, AtrVFM CJS 
lane. 35 K miles tl0.500 Call 352 6307 
Black leather couch 
perfect for dorm. Cheap' 
352 9835-Leave message 
CARS FOR tl 00 
Seized ft sold locally this month. 
Trucks. 4 x 4s. etc 
1 900 522 2730 ext 4556 
For sale Macintosh performa 475 16 meg. 
ram. 28.6 'ax modem. 6X cd rom. programs ga- 
lore11 (more lhan you need, plus some), tons ol 
extra blank disks and other stun Personal 
Laser Writer 300 prmter included. The whole 
system • extras S950. Call Dan at 
418-381-7234 
PowerBook 570 12/240/enel S660 .tax 
PowerBook 160 8/240"«4J660.UX 
PowerBook 170 8/200/14 4 $560 -tax 
353-7285 
Oueen size waterbed-frame, drawers, book- 
shelf ft headboard, heater includ $150 OBO 
353-4228. 
Oueen size waterbed for sale. Perfect Condi- 
Don Bookcase, headboard. $300 00 Call Ja- 
son® 354-2153. 
Toshiba Sik.nn. T 1900 C Laptop 486 SxA 20 
MH. 120 MB Hard Drive. 4mb RAM 9 5 color 
VGA Windows 31 with carry case $575 00 
Microwave Oven $25 00 Call 352-4999 
FOR RENT 
(2) 1 bedroom units $264 ft $368 . utjl, re- 
spectively. 2 blocks from campus. Avail. May 
15 287 4159 evenings. 287-4926 days. 
"Apis ft Houses 98-99 school year" 
321 -A E. Marry LARGE HOUSE 
321-6 E. Marry. 6 bedrooms 
311-316 E. Merry, 1 ft2bdrmapts 
$450/month • 12 month lease 
$5CK>month • school year. turn. 
309112 E. Mar ry. rooms ft more 
Al Very Close to Campus 
Starting in May or August' 353-0325 
1 or 2 summer sublessors needed. 
SlSO/mo Near campus 2 bedrm available. 
Call 352-4818. 
12 month leases startng May 16.1986 
424 1/2 S. Summii-emciency-$22S . ease 
453 S. Prospect small 1 Br $280 • gas/alec 
605 Fifth St. sC-small 2 Br $360 . USJL 
230 N Enterprise-1 Br   $360 . ubl 
Slave Smith 352 8917 or 367 8666 
2 bdrm fum or unfurn. apts 
724 6th St. ft 705 7tl Si. 
12 unit apartment buildings 
96 99 school year lease 
$500 par month 
FREE heal water, sewer 
gasandHBOIII 
354 0914 
2 bdrm. 834 Seen Hamilton. A/C. Avail May 
$420 plus ull. Other locations avail Aug. EH. ft 
it 2 bdrm. NO PETS. 363-6206 
2 bdrm. house $450 mo Close to Urn v 
3 bdrm. house $650 mo. Close lo Univ. 
I bdrm. apt. $325no Close to Umv 
Call 686 4651 
2 bedroom apt. for sublease May 18-Aug. 19. 
$5O0Vmo. 353 1462 
2 brm. 1 bath furnished 1222/mo per person 
Avail. May. Call 354-7076 ask lor Daniel. 
3 to ft summer subieasera needed 
S bedrooms available. 2 bath 
dose lo campus Call 354 6530 
Willing lo negotiate cost. 
Check out the best kepi housog secret in BG 
2 bdrm. fuRy fum.. kg. rms.. ions ol dosel 
space, dishwasher, balcony, ft we pay a'l u&i 
except elec A phone. May to May leasea avail 
Call 352-8808  
Female aubleaaar needed. Close to campus 
E. Marry for 86-88 school year Call Karen at 
353-4001 
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS 
800 Third SI 
Excaftent 1 BR ft 2 BR units 
Fully fum., AC. reasonable rents ft 
Close lo campus Yrty lease. 
Check us out before you lease. 
Call 354-9740 or 352-2214 
or sDpby apt#10     
Georgetown Manor. 800 3rd St   under new 
management. A/C, laundry rm. 1 bedrm fum 
$380 ft elec. 2 bedrm turn. $480 ft elec also 
summer tales 354 9740or 352 2214  
Houses for Rent: The following houses are for 
rent for 88-88 school year. All 12 mo. leases. 
tenants pay alt util, sec. dep . parental guar 
aniee req., no pata 
1.710   Elm 2   BR   Avail     5/15/98    Rent 
$5l0/mo     collected    quarterly.    Phone 
354-6585 ask tenants to view 
2.217 S. College-3 BR house Avail 8/23/98 
Rent $575/mo.  collected  quarterly   Phone 
354-3271 ask tenants to view 
$.118   Ridge-Large  2   BR   house    Avail 
5/20/98   Rent $600/mo collected quarterly 
Phone 353-5032 ask tenants to vaaw. 
4.233 West Merry-Large 4 BR house Avail 
8/23/98   Must have al  least 4 unrelated 
tenants. Rent $700/mo. collected quarterly 
Phone 354-8252 ask tenants to view 
For more Information or lo sign s lease. 
contact    Arbor    Enterprises    at    354-2854 
Locally owned end msnsged.  
Houses,  1  ft 2 bdrm. lurn   apts   for 98-99 
school year Call 352 7454  
Subieaser needed for next school yr Own 
bdrm. Call 372 3848 
Management Inc. 
•30 Fourth Si. I bdrm 
(Willow Houw) Clow lo Campus Slam 
al J40/mo«elec /gas Call 353-SSOO. 
Management Inc. 
2I5K. Pnt Rd. l.arit-1 Bdrm ,tvrr|mo Apu.l 
Laundry on Site Slant at .v40/mo>«lec 
Call 353-SIIOO. 
Management Inc. 
I A 2 Bdnn-IM2 Fslrvkrw A>. i HlUadak Apia.) 
Unique floor dengnl, carports, w/d hook-ups II 
bdrms Rent Mans at 350/mo ♦ mils Call 353.5880. 
Management Inc. 
Studio - 215 E. Pot Rd. (E«rr|n«n Aptsl 
Laundry on Sue Utilities included in renl 
Slant si 2.10/mo   Call 353-5*00. 
Management Inc. 
NEW NEW NEW NEW 
710 N. Enterprise <Hetna-sHe) I A 2 Mini. 
Close to Campus Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm units 
Rent slum al 175/mo t uiils Call 353-5888. 
Management Inc. 
For complete list slop by our 
office at 1045 N. Main or 
Call 353-5600     
Wacked off on polls? 
Do you feel that your opinions 
have been tossed off by pollsters? 
Well Ihcn help us with our short poll sponsored by The College Republicans: 
Do > ou think lhai Bill Clinton is 
 a incompetent president 
 a scandal ridden lame duck 
 stilt getting stoned 
Do you feel thai the administration building is shaped like 
 a penis 
 it is just a building 
 I am uncomfortable discussing this issue 
If you voted for Bill Clinton did you do so because 
 drug use 
 I made a mistake 
 I though it was a USG election 
Do you prefer 
 Domeslic beer 
 Imported beer 
__ Hard liquor 
Do you feel Vice President Al Bore is 
 gelling stoned with the president 
 on prozac 
 lolally without any personality 
Do you feel lhal our campus ID cards have any 
one of the following sinister purposes 
 track our movements for the federal government 
_ making our lives miserable 
 preparing us for the Democralic conspiracy of big government 
Thank you for taking the time to complete (his survey.  Please mail lo Ihe 
College Republicans al box * 20 University Hall. 
1 
